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Chairman s Message
t gives me great pleasure to welcome readers
to the 2003 edition of Caribbean Account magazine. This year, we have enjoyed an extraordinary level of participation on both the editorial
and the advertising fronts, and we d like to thank
everyone - member and non-member organisations alike - for their wholehearted involvement.
This issue addresses the key challenges, and
opportunities, we face in the Caribbean financial
sector, particularly as they relate to indigenous
banks and financial institutions. Our increasingly
globalised industry is characterised by a rapidly
evolving regulatory environment, influenced by
issues of corporate governance, and the international regulatory imperatives of Basel II and the
International Accounting Standards.

I

Regulatory Environment: Earlier this year, the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) updated its
Forty Recommendations", the international standard for anti-money laundering measures. The
update expands the customer due diligence
process for financial institutions, adds to measures for higher risk customers and transactions
(including correspondent banking), and extends
requirements to cover terrorist financing (as does
the US Patriot Act). This reinforces a dilemma for banks:
the need to enhance customer
service versus the need for
compliance. One article in this
year s magazine suggests
that the answer may lie in
educating customers as to the
rationale for what many see
as an invasion of privacy.

Mr. Louis Greenidge
Chairman of the Caribbean
Association of Indigenous
Banks, in London, where he
received The Banker Award
2003 on behalf of Barbados
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tions will face new challenges, such as the need
for new skills and the recruitment and training of
high quality staff. An understanding and awareness of risk, in all its forms, will become even
more important.
The issue of capital adequacy is often raised as a
limiting factor which prevents our banks and
financial institutions from participating in projects
that require large capital outlay (see our case
study on financing in the energy sector in Trinidad
and Tobago). It is my hope that, as the regional
and extra-regional expansion of our banks continues, we will place greater emphasis on forging
alliances that allow us to share risk, for example
through syndicated lending and other creative
capital instruments, which will in turn overcome
this limitation.
Opportunities abound for our indigenous banks in
areas such as Investment Banking, Merchant
Banking, and the creation of new products and
services to meet the needs of new markets. Two
areas, much discussed, are closer than ever
before to delivering on their potential: Internet
Banking, and Financial Integration (One Regional
Capital Market).

The CAIB: The Caribbean Association of
Indigenous Banks Inc. (CAIB) has a key role to
play in alerting members to these opportunities.
W e believe that our Members play a primary role
in contributing to the sustainable development of
the countries in which they operate. We also
believe that, through the CAIB, indigenous banks
and financial institutions have the opportunity to
influence regional policy and negotiations, particularly
as they affect trade in services. We are
Caribbean
Landscape:
poised
to reshape the financial services sector.
Acquisitions and mergers continue apace in the Caribbean The Secretariat: The restructured CAIB
as financial institutions face Secretariat, led by our capable Chief Executive
the need to be competitive Officer, Mrs. Patricia Hamilton, is now fully staffed
and to survive. The Caribbean and better positioned to secure the interests of
Single Market and Economy Caribbean indigenous financial institutions.
will add a new dimension to Members will benefit from timely and relevant
competition - Size will contin- information updates, via our newsletter, this mague to matter. On the upside, azine, and the CAIB website. I urge Members to
customers will benefit from increase the use of the services of the
better service and products, Association, and to maintain ongoing communiand lower costs. However, cation with the Secretariat.
banks and financial instituW e are raising the CAIB s regional and interna-

CEO s Message
his is an exciting time in the evolution of the
CAIB. The Caribbean financial services
landscape has never been more dynamic.
The challenges are legion: an increasingly complex regulatory framework, inter alia, capital adequacy and anti-money laundering and international accounting standards. The opportunities
that sometimes also come with threats are infinite, particularly with the Caribbean Single Market
and Economy (CSME), poised to become a reality and, in the wider market economies, the further removal of barriers under the FTA A and
W TO. The Secretariat is better equipped than
ever before to fulfill its mandate, and we are building a goal-oriented team which will work together
to realise the operational goals and objectives of
the CAIB.

T

Regional
HRD
Program
for
Economic
Competitiveness (CPEC), the Eastern Caribbean
Institute of Banks (ECIB) and Caribbean
Development Bank (CDB), to create Risk
Management Models and Best Practices manuals. We are also in the process of reviewing the
CAIB Services and Training deliverables with a
view to re-launching at the beginning of 2004.
These are still relatively untapped resources
which the Secretariat is now in a better position to
capitalise on. Good for our income, and good for
our Members!

Leveraging Strengths: Our members recognise
the benefits of coming together as one. We are
working to translate this into tangible forms that
will manifest in their bottom lines. The recently
introduced Group Discounting/Bulk Purchasing
Building our Financial Strength: One of our pri- Facility, under which the Secretariat negotiates
mary goals is to build the CAIB s financial special volume discount prices with technology
strength and soundness, so that we can realisti- and equipment suppliers on behalf of Members,
cally execute the objectives set by our member- provides one such opportunity. Correspondent
ship. To this end, we are focused on optimising Bank Charges is another, and we will expand the
our income generating activities. We have made list as we move forward.
a good start: our magazine, Caribbean Account
W e are also enhancing our representation at all
2003, has surpassed its income target. It has
levels, so that the CAIB can realistically provide
been so successful in fact, that we intend to
the platform from which our members can influexpand the magazine with a Special Edition early
ence regional policy issues in the areas of banknext year. Meanwhile, our Annual Conference,
ing and finance.
another key revenue earner for the CAIB, is set to
break records in terms of both attendance and The work of raising the CAIB s profile has already
returns.
begun, led by our Chairman, Mr. Louis
Greenidge, who has been invited to sit on the
Sharing Information: Networking and knowledge
sharing rank high on the list of benefits Members
appreciate from the CAIB. We will continue to
deliver in this area: With an economist on board,
Lindel Harlequin, the Secretariat now has the
technical expertise to more meaningfully address
monetary and financial policy issues. The CAIB
can now ensure that Members have ready access
to timely economic and industry information so
that they can act quickly in the face of regional
and international opportunities and threats. To
facilitate information sharing, the CAIB newsletter
will now be issued every month, and we are
examining ways to re-shape our website so that it
The CAIB Secretariat
will provide a state-of-the-art knowledge manageLeft to right: Mr. Lindel Harlequin, Manager,
ment medium.
Operations, Mrs. Patricia Hamilton, CEO,
Training & Services: The CAIB is continuing its
Ms. Cheryl Delice, Administration, and Mrs.
efforts, in partnership with the Caribbean
Mary Louis, Administration.
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Economic Environment

Economic Performance in
CARICOM: Implications for
the Banking System
Kelvin Sargeant
he economies of Caribbean Community
countries are still heavily dependent on
global economic trends. Economic activity
in the industrialised countries has a critical bearing on the economic performance of our nations.
The United States, in particular, serves as the
engine of growth being the main source of trade,
investment, and tourist travel for CARICOM countries.

T

The inevitable consequence of sluggish economic growth in the industrialised countries since mid2000 has been economic stagnation in the
region, with few exceptions. While Trinidad and
Tobago will show positive growth in 2003 and
beyond, only minimal growth seems possible for
the rest of the region, measuring between 1% to
3% in most cases.
In Jamaica, Barbados, Guyana and Suriname,
real GDP grew by less than 2% during 2001 and
2002. And, while there are several important
domestic factors contributing to economic stagnation, the dominant factor remains the impact of
the slowdown in global economic growth, which
preceded, but was exacerbated by, the worldwide
repercussions of the September 11 events in the
United States. The pattern of stagnation exhibited
by these countries is representative of conditions
currently being experienced in the region, and the
war in Iraq and the SARS virus outbreak have
created serious further uncertainties in most
economies.

in 2002.
For the Caribbean, however, it is the growth
prospect of the advanced countries, particularly
the United States, which is of decisive importance. On both counts we see expected rates of
growth in the order of 2.5% for 2003. The importance of these rates of growth however, lies not in
their size but in the fact that they represent continuing signs of global economic recovery.
Taken together, they allow Caribbean economic
planners to entertain a certain level of cautious
optimism for the period immediately ahead.
CARIBBEAN O UTLOOK:
In essence, the outlook for economic improvement in the Caribbean Community for 2003 is
quite modest. And such improvement will depend
on steadfast macroeconomic management at the
domestic level and the fulfillment of the recovery
projected for the global economy.
Trinidad & Tobago,notwithstanding fragility in the
global economy, particularly in the USA, is
expected to record growth, but at a slower rate of
3.5% in 2003. Oil and petrochemical price trends
will also significantly impact the local economy.

The 2003 economic outlook for Suriname is
mixed. Real GDP is projected by the IMF to grow
at a rate of 2.1% compared to the preliminary estimate of 1.2% for 2002. This forecast rests on the
return to a strong stabilisation effort similar to the
one which brought much economic improvement
GLOBAL OUTLOOK
in the 2000-2001 period. During this period, real
The IMF forecasts continuing, if modest, global G D P moved from a rate of 5.7% in 2000 to 1.3%
economic recovery in 2003. With world economic in 2001. Inflation fell from 77% to 5.0% and the
output projected to grow by 2.3% it is to be noted fiscal accounts of central government moved
that for the advanced industrial economies from a deficit of 12.3% of GDP in 2000 to a surgrowth is expected to be in the order of 2.5%, plus of 0.2% in 2001. Exchange rate stability was
compared to 1.7% for 2002. Much of the improve- achieved while import cover moved from one to
ment in world economic growth will take place in three months.
the developing countries which are projected to
grow at a rate of 5.2% in 2003, as against 4.2% The Jamaican economy is projected to register
4

real GDP growth of 1.5% in 2003. Following this, the
annual rate of real economic growth is forecast to
average 3 - 4% by 2005. With the fiscal year ending
on 31 March 2003, and the lingering aftershocks of
9/11 still being felt, Jamaica experienced widespread
flooding coupled with an intense outbreak of violence, which have no doubt compromised the projection for the current period. Notwithstanding these difficulties, the economy is likely to continue on a positive growth path settling on a rate somewhere
between 2.5% - 3.5% for 2003.
To achieve even these modest objectives, Jamaica
will have to maintain great vigilance in its continuing
effort to reduce its public debt burden, and to improve
fiscal performance while strengthening policies to
engender growth. Recognising this, Government has
set its sights on: Reducing the Central Government
deficit to 4.4% of GDP in 2002/03 compared to 5.7%
for 2001/02; Containing inflation below 7%; Improving
monetary and exchange rate policies, and; maintaining a comfortable level of net international reserves
(US$ 1.6 billion by end March 2003).
The 2003 economic prospects for the eight-member
single currency Organisation of Eastern Caribbean
States still appear dim. Following an average rate of
growth of 2.5% during the 1996-99 period, the economy of the sub-region stagnated in 2000, declined by
over 4.5% in 2001, and remained weak during 2002.
In 2003, the region should grow marginally as a
whole, but performance will be mixed on a country by
country basis. So far in 2003, tourist arrivals have
been promising: both cruise and stop-over arrivals
increased in most islands year-on year.
The Barbados economy has recorded steady growth
over four consecutive quarters and there is cautious
optimism that real GDP will grow by 1% to 2% in
2003. The Central Bank bases estimates of improved
performance on increased activity in the tourism sector, which is projected to rise by 5% if efforts continue
with the Best of Barbados marketing programme,
and on sustained economic recovery in key target
markets.
Guyana has faced significant challenges since the
start of its reform programme in September 2002,
including a more difficult political and security situation. Private investment and growth have fallen significantly short of expectations and the implementation of key structural reforms has been delayed, with
adverse effects on fiscal performance. Growth in
2003 is projected at 1.1%
Mr. Kelvin Sargeant is the Director of Research,
Trinidad and Tobago Securities and Exchange Commission
Tel.: (868) 624 2991

Vi
tal Statistics
Anguilla
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$110 million (2002)
-0.2% (2002)
$9,800 (2002)
-1.5% (2002)
6.7% (2001)
$3.5 million (2002)
$69.6 million (2002)

Antigua & Barbuda
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$700 million (2002)
2.7% (2002)
$11,000 (2002)
0.7% (2002)
11% (2001)
$41.3 million (2002)
$343.6 million (2002)

Barbados
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$2.75 billion (2002)
-0.6% (2002)
$14,500 (2002)
0% (2002)
10.3% (2002)
$260 million (2001)
$1068.6 million (2001)

Cayman Islands
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$1.19 billion (2002)
1.7% (2002)
$35,000 (2002)
1.2% (2002)
5.3% (1999)
$2.4 million (2000)
$510.7 million (2000)

Currency: US$. Sources: Central Bank Reports, IMF, World Bank, UN
Population Report 2003, World Development Indicators 2003.
Caribbean Account thanks the Republic Bank Ltd. Economic
Intelligence Unit for its kind assistance.
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Dominica
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

St.Kitts & Nevis
$270 million (2002)
-0.5% (2002)
$5,400 (2002)
3.4% (2002)
12.5% (2000)
$64.3 million (2002)
$209 million (2002)

Grenada
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$411 million (2002)
0.6% (2002)
$5,000 (2001)
3.4% (2002)
12.5% (2000)
$64.3 million (2002)
$209 million (2002)

$710 million (2002)
1.9% (2002)
$4,000 (2000)
5.1% (2002)
9.1% (2000)
$487.1 million (2002)
$583.9 million (2002)
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$660 million (2002)
0.1% (2002)
$5,400 (2002)
2% (2002)
16.5% (1997)
$53.4 million (2002)
$258.7 million (2002)

GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$340 million (2002)
0.7% (2002)
$2,900 (2002)
0.3% (2002)
22% (1997)
$41.3 million (2001)
$171.5 million (2002)

Trinidad & Tobago
$8.0 billion (2002)
1.2% (2002)
$3,900 (2001)
7.1% (2002)
15.4% (2002)
$1.3 billion (2002)
$3.2 billion (2002)

Montserrat
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

St.Vincent &
the Grenadines

Jamaica
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$347 million (2002)
-1.9% (2002)
$8,800 (2002)
2.3% (2002)
4.5% (1997)
$64.5 million (2002)
$177.7 million (2002)

St. Lucia

Guyana
GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$9.4 billion (2002)
3.2% (2002)
$9,500 (2002)
4.2% (2002)
10.4% (2002)
$4.5 billion (2002)
$3.7 billion (2002)

Suriname
$30 million (2002)
4.4% (2002)
$3,400 (2002)
2.6% (2002)
6% (1998)
$1 million (2002)
$17.6 million (2002)

GDP:
G D P Real Growth:
G D P Per Capita (PPP):
Inflation:
Unemployment:
Exports:
Imports:

$787 million (2002)
1.2% (2002)
$3,500 (2002)
17% (2002)
17% (2000)
$445 million (2002)
$300 million (2002)

The CAIB Virtual Forum

Shaping a Competitive
Financial Services Sector
What lies ahead for the Caribbean Financial Services Sector? How can indigenous
banks and financial institutions become more competitive? We asked four bankers
for their opinions and ideas...

Caribbean
Account s
JS:

Mr. Andral (Jack) Shirley is the Managing
Director of First Global Bank Ltd., Jamaica

EM: Mr. Edward J. Muller is the President of De
Surinaamsche Bank N.V, Suriname
JT:

Mr. John Tracey is the Director-Credit of
Guyana Bank for Trade and Industry Ltd.,
Guyana

MA: Mr. Michael Archibald is the Managing
Director of National Bank of Industry and
Commerce Ltd., Guyana

What are the elements of competitiveness in the
financial services sector?
JT: A wide branch network, strong identification
with customers and the public, well-trained and
equipped staff, a complete range of services, and
a readiness to embrace cutting-edge technology.
EM: Capable and committed people, competitive
pricing, the service level provided by the bank,
and the ability to offertailor-made products.

same level playing-field . I ll give you one example: In Suriname the reserve requirement is 35%.
In St. Lucia it s 6%!!
W e also have to look at the training of people. ICT
must enable us to service our markets satisfactorily, both now and in the future. And bank premises must reflect a professional environment!
JT:W e have to improve telecommunications for
technology-based services. Also, we need
increased efficiency in the legal process for collateral registration and realisation.
Is there a single top priority for Caribbean banks?
JT:W e have to react to the challenges of globalisation by building a network among ourselves
that helps us more effectively serve the
Caribbean Diaspora. Also, banks need to understand their role in moving the financial sector of
the region in directions that support the Region s
areas of competitive advantage.
EM: Top priority? Bring banking standards in the
Caribbean up to international standards, both
commercially and in terms of regulations.
MA: Strength. Soundness. Resilience.
How will the strengthening of regulations affect
banks?
JT: I think the recent Money Laundering legislation and guidelines will help to protect banks in
the course of their operations.

JS: Interest rates, representation and technology.
MA: Customer service and products. Capacity
and size.
What areas must be addressed in shaping a more
competitive industry?
MA: Regulations!

EM: The regulations have recently been brought
to international standards in Suriname, especially
with regard to provisioning. The starting date was
January 1, 2003. This means a lot of catching up
for banks in Suriname.

JS: I
t s positive. We will become more attractive
and overseas entities will be more comfortable
JS: The playing-field needs levelling as regards
doing business with us. I think we should be
liquidity reserves vis a vis near-banks and comaware that new regulations will have an impact on
mercial banks.
the future of Correspondent Banking relationships
EM: I agree - We need to make a case for the as regards the US Patriot Act.
8

Give us some concrete examples of efforts by Caribbean
banks to make themselves more competitive.
JS: NCB Jamaica Limited is a good example
their
multi-million dollar expenditure on new technology.And
internet banking is now available widely.

since licences may be hard to come by.

JT: Diversification of the loan portfolio and the use of
interest rate differentials have been the major features of
the competitive strategy of Caribbean banks.

MA: Outside banks are already targeting Caribbean customers, both businesses and individuals. They re doing it
through technology, products, and visits, not necessarily
by establishing offices or branches.

Have Caribbean banks progressed in Corporate
Governance? Where are we failing?
JT: By and large in the past the banks Boards of
Directors were top heavy with insiders, and there was
not enough rotation of Directors. Lack of transparency
was a major issue, with too much power in the hands of
a CEO/Chairman. Recently, good governance practices
have been evolving.

EM: I don’t see any particular interest from outside banks
in our region at the moment, but that can change very
quickly as markets open up further.

Where are Caribbean banks in the negotiating process
for the FTAA? What issues must we raise in those negotiations?
JT:Caribbean banks have not been included in the negotiating process and, to the best of our knowledge, have
not addressed the issue. The main issue to be raised is
that the removal of all trade barriers will harm our
economies.

EM: I do think that, because of the shocking developments in the USA - Enron, Worldcom, etc.- Boards of EM: The banks in Suriname were allowed to give their
companies, especially banks, have become a lot more views to the Central Bank as to where we stand in the
process.
proactive with regard to corporate governance.
MA: I think we ve progressed, particularly in the area of If you look back over the last three years, what key event
the constitution of Boards, and Board Committees. And has
disclosure. But work is still needed on the issue of the re-shaped the Caribbean banking landscape?
MA: Definitely the coming of age of the big Caribbean
make-up of Boards.
banks the localisation of banks in Trinidad and Tobago,
JS: W e ve progressed and some Boards have been reor- and their subsequent expansion outside Trinidad.
ganised to reflect sincerity of intent. However, some privately-held banks, and others publicly held with a domiWe asked our panel to comment on the
nant shareholder, are slow or reluctant to change with
CAIB’s role in shaping a more competitive
the times.

financial services industry. Their answers:

What trends do you see developing in the Caribbean
financial services sector?
JT:Bond financing, venture capital, equity markets and
extra-regional borrowings at lower interest rates are the
emerging trends in the Region.

Jack Shirley: The CAIB is our link within and outside
the Caribbean. It plays an important role in exposing
members to developments in the industry.

JS: A major trend is the updating of technology in order
to compete globally and to offer 24-hour service in certain product categories.

John Tracey: By bringing the indigenous banks
together for regular conferences, the CAIB has faciltated
i
the sharing of experiences among bankers.

MA: Consolidation and cross-border expansion. I agree
with Jack: we re also seeing technology-based products
and the use of technology generally. A very important
trend is the risk sharing and mutual involvement of different banks in large Caribbean capital projects in other
Caribbean countries, and closer associations of various
kinds.

Michael Archibald: I see three ways the CAIB is helping indigenous banks become more competitive.
One: The Association facilitates the exchange of
best practices. Two: It exposes executives to other
executives. And Three: It is sensitising governments,
regulators and communities to issues of importance
to Members.

EM: CONSOLIDATION!

Edward Muller: Specifically, I d point to bulk ordering
on behalf of members, and umbrella contracts
between the CAIB and service providers on behalf of
all Members. I also think the research studies con-

Are banks from outside of the Caribbean targeting this
market?
JS: The region will be targeted. A favourable exchange
rate differential makes our banks attractive for take-over
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Case Study

Banking Consolidation in
Guyana: NBIC & GNCB
Keith Johnson
March 15, 2003 was a historic date in the annals of the banking industry in Guyana.
On that date, the first, and for a long time only, indigenous bank in Guyana the
Guyana National Co-operative Bank (GNCB)
ceased to exist as a commercial
bank. Established in 1970, GNCB was 99% owned by the Government, until its business (minus its loan portfolio) was sold to the National Bank of Industry and

hile mergers and acquisitions are not
uncommon
occurrences
in
the
Caribbean, Guyana is an exception. In
fact this was only the second transaction of its
kind in Guyana; the merger of Barclays Bank and
Republic Bank (formerly Chase Manhattan) in
1988 was the first. In this instance, the acquisition
was more a take-over than a merger of equals,
and presented some unfamiliar challenges for all
parties concerned. The theme of the merger was:
Advancing as One , as the National Bank of
Industry and Commerce (NBIC) sought to reassure the various constituents of the two banks of
ts
i commitment to inclusiveness, and to neutralise
the uncertainty of change.

W

acquired by the Government of Guyana in 1984,
and became NBIC. In 1997, NBIC became a subsidiary of Republic Bank Limited (RBL) of Trinidad
and Tobago, which purchased the Government s
majority shareholding. With the acquisition of
GNCB, NBIC now controls about 46% of the market.

Economic Environment: In the 1990 s Guyana
began emerging from the economic doldrums of
the 70 s and 80 s. Unfortunately, the recovery has
slowed over the past six years. Social instability,
underscored by marches, street demonstrations,
riots and strikes, and more recently escalating
crime, has exacerbated the struggles of the economy. Investors, including NBIC, have faced
GNCB: Guyana National Co-operative Bank shrinking opportunities in the recession-like envi(GNCB), the third largest commercial bank in ronment. Excess liquidity has accumulated in the
Guyana, with the largest branch network, was banking system due to the scarcity of viable
formed to provide banking services to a wide investment options. The WTO s impact on once
cross-section of the populace and, in the process, protected markets for Guyana s main exports has
to help accelerate economic and social develop- threatened the traditional pillars of the economy
ment, including that of co-operatives. Most of its rice and sugar, compounding the situation.
clients were government agencies and their The purchase of GNCB provided NBIC with the
employees, and members of rural communities. opportunity to not only achieve and surpass its
In the ten years preceding the merger, GNCB s short-term growth objectives, but simultaneously
market share had declined from 30% to 15%, and to productively employ some of its uninvested
ts
i financial performance had worsened progres- surplus funds. This acquisition consolidated the
sivel (mainly due to loan losses), prompting the Bank s market share dominance.
Government to divest itself of the economic burden. The Bank s losses were absorbed by a Merger Issues: Merging two banks with different
charge on the Consolidated Fund, reflected by a cultures and operating systems is a unique expe$7.5 billion Government Debenture, one of the rience. To protect its investment ($2.7 billion for
net assets of $2 billion) NBIC had to handle the
principal assets of the purchase.
take-over very delicately, grappling with issues
NBIC: NBIC began banking operations in 1837 as such as:
the British Guiana Bank, which was sold to Royal
Assumption of control
Change management
Bank of Canada (RBC) in 1913. RBC was in turn
11

Staff rationalisation
Conversion of IT systems

W

hile there were obstacles
along the way, Customers

were very understanding. Those
Branch redundancies
Convergence of operations
A special project team of senior staff was
assembled to manage the acquisition and subsequent merger. This was the first major challenge: The team s regular responsibilities had to
be absorbed and shared by other staff, no additional resources were hired. A secondary team
was chosen to take-over the bank from day
one, and to control and manage the operations
jointly with their counterparts from the acquiree
bank.
Before the take-over, NBIC prepared GNCB
staff for the inevitable change in environment by
holding Change Management workshops, which
included dealing with loss of employment for
those who would not be retained. These complemented NBIC s regular orientation programme for new employees. Key NBIC personnel, especially those who would work directly
with the new staff, were also included in the
workshops.
Systems Conversion: While many banking operations were similar, there were a few which were
fundamentally different. During the integration
period, GNCB s operating system remained in
force until its conversion to NBIC s. Meanwhile,
new staff were trained to operate under NBIC s
systems in preparation for the post-conversion
operations. It was a very testing time for the
merged entity, which had to juggle resources to
complete the programmes , while simultaneously maintaining a satisfactory level of service. Of
GNCB sstaff complement of 360, approximately
50% was initially retained for the integration
period, which culminated with the conversion of
GNCB s IT system to NBIC s.
The conversion exercise required expert assistance from the Bank s regular systems service
provider. This was a critical phase, and any
mishaps would have been costly to correct.
There were a few hiccups along the way, but in
the end the conversion was largely successful.
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Branch Network: The success of this investment hinged partially
on the synergies that would be created, and the resultant
economies of scale and scope. From the outset both banks
recognised that, with each having branches in proximate locations (sometimes opposite each other), there would be redundancies, including head office functions, which would necessitate
rationalisation. Following conversion, six of GNCB s nine branches were closed and merged with NBIC s; in one case, two GNCB
branches were merged. This led to a further reduction in the
number of staffretained.
Technology Solutions: The merged branches faced the challenge
of increased customer traffic. Initially, staff complements were
increased to cater for the additional flows, but the Bank recognised that the long-term and less expensive option would be
technology-based. NBIC installed additional Automated Banking
Machines (ABMs), expanded its Debit Point-of-Sale network, and
introduced other electronic/automated banking products to the
new clientele. These served to reduce in-branch customer traffic
and lift the standard of service delivery. Communication to staff
,
customers, and the general public, in the form of frequent advisories, played a vital role in keeping them abreast of pertinent
Mr. Keith Johnson is the Regional Manager – Operations, National Bank of
Industry and Commerce Ltd. (NBIC), Guyana.
E-mail email@nbicltd.com Website: www.nbicgy.com

Case Study

National Commercial Bank
Aubyn Hill
As a microcosm of Jamaica, says the Jamaica Observer, National Commercial
Bank (NCBJ) has mirrored the changing fortunes of the economy. From the
decades of tight foreign exchange controls, to the hyper-growth of the financial sector in the early 1990s and the economic convulsions of the latter part of that decade,
the Bank has been a reliable bell-wether of major developments. In January 2002,
AIC Limited purchased the Jamaican Government s 76% stake in NCBJ for Ja$6 bilhe late 1990 s was characterised by a
financial crisis in Jamaica which saw the
failure of many banks and the amalgamation of others. The National Commercial Bank of
Jamaica (NCBJ) was severely affected and had
to be resuscitated by the Government through its
Financial Sector Adjustment Company (FINSAC),
which intervened both directly and via the Bank s
parent company, with combined investment
totalling J$19.5 billion. As a result of these interventions and a subsequent reorganisation in
2000, FINSAC ended up with 75% ownership of
NCBJ. During this period, the Bank was restricted
from expanding its loan portfolio which resulted in
the loss of market share. Profitability suffered,
staff morale was affected, and confidence in
NCBJ waned, resulting in the withdrawal of
deposits and a consequent reduction in the
Bank s earning capacity.

T

New ownership: In January 2002, FINSAC sold
ts
i majority stake in NCBJ to AIC Limited (AIC).
Once the transaction was finalised in March
2002, the Bank s new owners, through its

Chairman and Chief Investment Officer, Mr.
Michael Lee Chin, moved swiftly to transform
NCBJ into an organisation which embraced
excellence, hard work, good customer service,
and an entrepreneurial and competitive spirit
underpinned by good corporate citizenship.
The transformation initiative was launched to
upgrade NCBJ s facilities and to ingrain a new
ethos with the main focus of consistently excellent customer service. Central to this was the
establishment of a new core banking computer
system which would increase efficiency, reduce
cost, and would be capable of integrating with
other improved systems in the Bank s subsidiaries. In just six weeks, over 2,000 computers
were installed in 50 branches across Jamaica
and at the Head Office, while normal business
activities were being conducted.
The Bank s entire electrical infrastructure was
upgraded to ensure an adequate supply of electricity to the new system and to provide an alternate source of power in the event of a power failure. Uninterrupted Power Supplies (UPS) were

NCBJ’s Come Back Home Campaign
Jamaicans are going home, says the
Economist Magazine (Oct 9th 2003) which is
good news for their country. The article notes
that Governments have for years run
schemes to entice exiles back. But it is often
the private sector that has taken the lead,
The result has been a reversal, from Brain
Drain to Brain Gain .
Attracting and keeping highly qualified and
experienced professionals is fundamental to

building a first class institution. NCBJ has
taken a unique approach to the challenge with
ts
i Come Back Home campaign, spearheaded by Chairman, Michael Lee Chin. The campaign invited Jamaicans living overseas, and
working in areas relevant to banking, to take
up positions at NCBJ.
Among the Jamaicanswho have answered the
call: Group Managing Director, Mr.Aubyn Hill,
who returned to Jamaica after 30 years over-
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installed in all branches and the power generators
improved. In addition, the aesthetics of the bank were
improved with the reconfiguration of the Head Office and
branches to ensure a more work- and customer-friendly
environment.
Reorganisation: The success of an organisation
depends not only on the caliber of staff but also on the
structure and organisation of its management. Core
operating activities at NCBJ were being carried out in
disparate and unrelated functional areas, leading to inefficiencies and the inability to extract economies of scale.
The Bank was reorganised to ensure that each functional division was discrete and able to operate as a fairly
autonomous business. Divisional Heads were given
clear areas of responsibility, authority, and accountability
for their business targets, profitability, and cost control
(outlined by business plans and revised during the fiscal
year). These changes brought with them a heightened
sense of the checks and balances necessary to guard
against genuine human error and unbusinesslike behavior.
Core Values: A new ethos was needed and NCBJ sought
to create a new culture that embodied a philosophy of
excellent service and a renewal of purpose, with specific
Core Values including:
Deep and abiding respect for each customer, colleague and shareholder
Innovative spirit embodied in excellent service to
customers to ensure that they are delighted rather
than just satisfied when they conduct business with
the Bank.

The Early History of NCBJ
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1836

Colonial Bank established under the Royal
Charter of King William IV.

1925

Colonial Bank acquired by Barclays Bank;
becomes part of Barclays Bank Dominion
Colonial and Overseas (renamed Barclays
Bank D.C.O. in 1954).

1971

Barclays Bank D.C.O. renamed Barclays
Bank International Limited.

1975

Jamaican arm of Barclays Bank
International Limited renamed Barclays
Bank of Jamaica Limited.

1977

All shares of Barclays Bank of Jamaica
Limited transferred to the Jamaican
Government: The birth of National
Commercial Bank Jamaica Limited.

NCBJ has transformed itself to become a more
competitive, innovative, and customer-oriented
financial institution. The results are encouraging.
NCB Group

9 month period 9 month period
ended June 30th ended September
2003
30th 2002

Consolidated
profits

J$1.6 billion

J$672 million

Dividend per
share

40 cents

10 cents

Total assets

J$135.3 billion
(unaudited
results)

J$116.7 billion
(restated)

Net-worth

J$12.8 billion

J$12.2 billion

Return on
average equity

12.4%

11.6%

Continuous renewal of the enterprise through constant training to ensure that staff are of the highest
caliber and display the highest level of professionalism.
A merit-based culture rewarding individuals on the
results of measured performance
Competitive spirit guided by fair play: Treating competitors as noble, but competing vigorously to win.
E-financial Services: The fundamental changes which
NCBJ has undergone over the past year have all been
geared to improving the Bank s performance by making
it more efficient and harnessing a distinct competitive
advantage. The Bank launched a series of new products
and services geared to creating wealth for customers,
and providing convenience banking. Chief among these
was NCB e-financial services, a comprehensive electronic banking solution which incorporates Internet
Banking, an improved Telephone Banking Service,
Customer Care Center, Alert Services through short
messaging service (SMS) on mobile phones, as well as
voice and electronic mails.
These new and improved services, combined with the
Bank s 104 Automated Banking Machines (36% of the
total in Jamaica) and a network of 2,832 point of sale terminals (66% of the total in the country), give customers
the freedom and the security of shopping without carryMr.Aubyn Hill is the Managing Director,
National Commercial Bank Jamaica Limited
www.jncb.com

Corporate Governance

A Consensus Position on
Corporate Governance: The
Case of Securities Markets
Baljit Vohra
The first Caribbean-wide Corporate Governance Forum took place in St. Kitts in
September 2003. It was organised by the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank (ECCB)
and the Eastern Caribbean Securities Exchange Ltd (ECSE), in collaboration with the
Commonwealth Secretariat, the Caribbean Development Bank, and the Global
Corporate Governance Forum (GCGF). 120 participants from 16 countries in the
Caribbean Basin participated and experts from Canada, India, Malaysia, United
Kingdom, the USA, and the Caribbean served as facilitators. The author s presentation argued for a different governance model for markets and businesses in the
n countries with more developed equity markets, often referred to as outsider systems ,
listed companies are more widely held. In
countries with less developed equity markets
(insider systems), listed companies are more
often controlled by one controlling interest, or a
group of controlling interests. The corporate governance debate began first in the outsider systems because institutional shareholders became
more active in seeking to ensure that management managed in a way that maximised their
interests. As securities markets have become
more important in traditionally insider systems,
the debate has spread to the rest of the world,
where it is more about the protection of minority
shareholders. The issue of corporate governance
is as important in developing markets as it is in
the more developed markets, and a case can be
made for some clear interventions in the Region s
markets.

I

Have Markets Failed? Market approaches based
on non-binding recommendations have not been
sufficient to guarantee the adoption of sound corporate governance policies. They have not done
so in developed markets, and they will not do so
in our markets either. In the absence of a limited
number of made-to-measure rules, markets are
prevented from playing their disciplinary role in an
efficient way.
Former Secretary of State, James Baker, in a
speech at the University of Michigan in May 2002,
said: The genius of capitalism is to pacify a
destructive human characteristic, greed, into
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benign self-interest-something we know as incentive. But in the laissez-faire 1990s, greed overwhelmed the system in the absence of countervailing forces to keep it in check. Instead, there
were accounting firms, bent on drumming up
lucrative consulting fees; outside lawyers, intent
on maintaining their flow of business from corporations, and; directors, who failed to exercise
oversight as shareholders fiduciary representatives.
Markets have been unable to discipline the
managerial function via a strong supervisory
function. Too often, the CEO sets the business strategy, and strongly influences the
choice of the accounting practices that measure that strategy s success. Non-executive
directors and external auditors appointed by
shareholders are generally chosen from lists
proposed by the CEO.
Markets have not managed to impose the
use of a single set of accounting standards
that would reflect business performances in
an objective and comparable way. The role
of the external auditor in many firms has
been diffused due to conflicting objectives.
Self-regulation has been ineffective in ensuring that Board members and external auditors do not find themselves in situations
where their independence is severely jeopardised. The same is true of financial analysts.
Markets have been unable to remove under-

performing management teams in situations
where entrenched Boards are protected by various anti-takeover defenses.
Markets have failed to stop poor management
performance being rewarded by outrageous
remuneration, stock options and other forms of
compensation.
The Push for Corporate Reform: The starting point for
corporate governance has emerged from some common aspirations, predicated on board independence,
alignment of incentives between shareholders and
management, disclosure of performance data, the fair
treatment of all shareholders, and good corporate citizenship. Key issues include the switch from prescription- to principle-based accounting standards, the
separation of auditing and consulting services,
stronger audit committees, and disclosure of conflicts
of interest
The biggest push for corporate reform is coming not
from the corporate world but from marketplaces and
institutions acutely sensitive to investor sentiment,
including institutional shareholders, stock exchanges,
investment banks, and regulators.
The Caribbean Reality: Despite the efforts of national
governments and international organisations to
improve corporate governance in emerging markets,
the response of the companies themselves has been
underwhelming. Many companies have been slow to
implement concrete initiatives (which primarily involve
Board reform) or have elected to stay silent on these
issues. Little attention is paid to directors qualifications, even when reforms are mandated, as they are
in South Korea, where 25-50% of a company s directors (depending on its size and sector) must now
come from outside the firm. Could the problem be that
would-be reformers are focusing on the wrong
reforms?
The corporate governance model usually prescribed
is the market model which prevails in the United
States and the United Kingdom. Its emphasis on
shareholder value reflects the environment in those
two countries, where a very large, dispersed class of
investors, with no prior connection to companies listed
on the public exchanges, insists on Boards that are
similarly independent. These investors also demand a
high level of financial and business disclosure.
Compare this with the situation in many emerging
markets, including the Caribbean, where familyowned businesses predominate. Since the top managers of these companies are also owners, it is natural and consistent for them to expect to have a Board
presence. Besides, there is no anonymous or institu-
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tional investor class for them to worry about. In fact,
the types of reforms that well-run public companies in
developed markets have embraced would have the
unhappy effect of reducing the family s control. "More
transparency means more opportunities for government to favour my competitors," say some familybusiness CEOs.

Take advantage of high
interest rates paid on
deposits and Enhance
your investment potential

Bank with the Bank of Nevis for:
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Security
C onvenience
Flexibility
Affordabilty
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SWIFT:BNEVKNNE
Tel: 1(869) 469-5564/0080
Fax: 1(869) 469-5798
E-mail: bon@caribsurf.com
W ebsite:

Alternative Models: However, the market model of corporate governance isn t the only possible model. In
continental Europe, companies have evolved an integrated model based on dominant shareholder blocs
and a quite different institutional context. If an emerging economy wishes to attract more equity investment,
the market model would be the one to choose. But
first, the conditions in which this model is appropriate,
the institutional context, must be created.
Fifty-five per cent of the respondents in a recent
McKinsey survey of private equity investors said that
reform of the institutional context (driven by governments, local stock exchanges, and regulatory watchdogs) was at least as important as reform of companies. In the institutional context, the two main concerns were weak enforcement of legal rights and the
management of the economy.
Investors seek such reforms to protect their own
investments, but changes of this sort could also have
the effect of transforming the governance policies and
practices of family-owned businesses. To access
cheaper equity, the managers of these companies
especially younger managers who need capital to purchase control from the generation preparing to retire
might push for internal reforms that would make companies more appealing to investors.
But because institutional reforms will take time to
implement, corporate reforms urged upon familyowned businesses should promise benefits regardless
of the progress of economy-wide improvements. More
detailed and individualised internal financial reporting
(a prerequisite for more accurate external reporting)
would strengthen personal accountability.A more rigorous evaluation of top management and a system of
performance-based compensation would soon translate into improved performance for the company as a
whole.
It is unrealistic to expect family-owned businesses to
change everything at once. A staggered approach,
enabling family leaders to retain control over the
process, is more manageable. First would be the call
for greater financial transparency. Second would be
the adoption of internationally recognised legal stanMr. Baljit Vohra is the General Manager of the Eastern
Caribbean Securities Exchange (ECSE). bvohra@ecseonline.com.

Innovative Financing

Responding to the Needs of
Basil G.F. Springer,GCM Ph.D,
A re-shaped financial services industry should offer a creative mixture of financial
instruments supporting the interests of growth in Caribbean economies, particularly
when it comes to the Sunrise industries necessary to replace Sunset industries ,
such as traditional commodity agricultural exports. The author urges indigenous
financial institutions to take a market-driven approach to identify the needs of innovative growth areas, and to fashion optimal financial programmes to suit.
f we analyse the theme of this year s
Caribbean Account magazine, there are three
components that must be addressed
Shaping ,
Competitive , and
Financial
Services . Shaping implies an incompleteness
and a dynamism reflective of the rapidly changing
environment. This further implies an evolutionary
operational approach, where a decision for the
next step depends on information garnered in the
immediate previous steps.

the transition from a financially and economically
viable business plan to the corresponding well
capitalised and operational business. There are
several financial instruments which, in combination, will satisfy the capital requirements of these
businesses. Grant, loan, equity and venture capital funding must be considered. What is needed
as well is a financial advisory service which will
be able to advise on the optimal mix of financial
resources required for the given business. It is
instructive to note that each business will be difThis evolutionary philosophy facilitates the sec- ferent in the context of this financial mix.
ond component, Competitive , which is very
much customer-focused and demand-driven if, Grants, from governments, international funding
indeed, we are to keep up with and exceed the agencies, and others, can be justified where there
are going to be significant macro-economic beneservices provided by our competitors.
f
i
ts from private sector projects, since these ecoThe third component, Financial Services , in nomic benefits will be very attractive to the govresponse to the shift in demand, must exhibit ernment of the day. Macro-economic benefits
innovative elements which will address changing include an increase in employment, net foreign
needs. Any financial institution that expects to exchange earnings, food security, energy securisurvive in the dynamic world of global business ty, and environmental protection, as well as the
must, therefore, be continually responding to the optimal use of natural resources.
needs of the marketplace.
The loan instrument may still be needed in its traThe CBET: The Caribbean Business Enterprise ditional sense, and an assessment of this will be
Trust Inc. (CBET) is an organisation with a man- based on the potential of the project itself to prodate to be a Caribbean catalyst turning concepts vide its own collateral for the loan, as well as the
into commercial realities. It is just over two years strength of the company s cash flow environment
old, but it is already contributing to the develop- and its ability to repay the loans.
ment of innovative business plans which will drive
the Sunrise industries necessary to replace Very often, innovative ideas come from individuSunset industries such as traditional commodity als or companies without the necessary equity
sugar and banana fresh fruit exports, which are capital to inject into the business, and angel
today merely a shadow of what they used to be, investors or private investors are sought to conand are quickly fading as a contributor to GDP in tribute to the initial capitalisation. Of course, in a
dynamic venture capital environment, given a
many Caribbean countries.
potentially viable business, the ideal arrangement
One of the constraints affecting the business is for the venture capitalist to take a large portion
development approach adopted by the CBET is of the equity and to include in the equity agree-
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ment a buy-back clause which allows the pro- ucts derived from an innovative cane separation process will
moters to assume ownership of the business replace the traditional commodity sugar which is quickly fading
when the cash flows are strong enough to permit away.The capital requirement, over a five year period, called for
in this restructured business plan is US$192 million. The cash
flows are sufficiently attractive, given realistic assumptions, to
give us comfort that the capital could be repaid at the end of a
here is too much
five to six year period.

T

conservatism in the
financial services industry.
W e are in this together and
we have to identify common
strategies for the mutual

This project will require innovative financing in a public and private sector partnership. The private sector division of the InterAmerican Development Bank has funds available to help
address this situation, provided that the company which will run
the operation is majority private sector owned. The challenges in
this type of project, which we hope that the re-shaped financial
services industry can address, will include a creative mixture of
financial instruments designed to provide an attractive package
in the interest of national cooperative prosperity.

this.

There is a companion business plan, again in the agricultural
Role of the Indigenous Banks: The members of sector, which addresses the establishment of a vertically intethe Caribbean Association of Indigenous Banks grated cotton industry to ultimately produce 100% West Indian
have a responsibility, in the interest of entrepre- Sea Island cotton finished goods from the Caribbean. We have
Basil G.F. Springer is the Change Engine Consultant, Caribbean
neurs and business development in general, as a
Business Enterprise Trust Inc.
well as in their own interest, to shape a competi- unique
basilgf@caribnet.net; www.cbet-inc.org
tive financial services industry which will be a r a w
stimulus to growth in the economies in the materiCaribbean.
There is much too much conservatism in the
financial services industry and, quite naturally,a
tendency to remain in one s cocoon of comfort.
Given a stable environment, even though it may,
for some, be not too exciting, one can continue
with the conservative approach with impunity.
However, given the dynamic environment created by globalisation, trade liberalisation and the
information age, this conservative approach
should be re-examined and replaced with a more
creative approach based on a partnership
between the financial institution and the client.
In other words, we are both in this together and
we have to identify common strategies which will
yield continuing success for the mutual benefit of
all.
An important element in this whole process of
partnership is to ensure that the management is
continually mentored and that there is a practice
of preventive business health care to engender
business success.
Opportunities for Innovative Financing: CBET
has developed a number of business plans
geared to link Caribbean supply and brand with
global niche market demand. One of these is the
restructuring of the sugar cane industry in
Barbados, where cane-based value added prod23

Case Study

Trinidad & Tobago: The
Realities of Energy Sector
Financing in a Small Open
Lyndon Guiseppi
Over the last five years, petrochemicals multinationals have poured over US$5 billion
into Trinidad and Tobago s oil and gas sector. The expansion of the LNG Market
should see another US$5-8 billion in investment in the medium term. But the local
banking sector has played a very limited role in fostering growth in the energy sector.
n one of a very few capital market issues of its
kind, bpTT, raised USD and TTD financing
from Trinidad and Tobago s domestic market
for a drilling platform development and pipeline
construction programme offTrinidad s east coast.
bpTT s Chairman indicated that the company
could have raised the money at cheaper rates
overseas but wished to facilitate an opportunity
for local investors to share in the success of itsoil
and gas operations in Trinidad and Tobago.
Phoenix Park Gas Processors, a local refinery
owned by the National Gas Company (NGC) and
Conoco, also issued bonds locally to finance
expansion to meet an expected increase in supply from the Atlantic LNG companies.
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Apart from these two transactions, little has been
done by way of debt or equity financing in the
local market. Why has the local banking sector
not fully capitalised on this unique investment
opportunity and what can be done? Are there
areas in which banks can participate and, if so,
where is it best to focus?
The Reasons: One reason advanced for local
bank non-participation in the energy sector is that
banks tend to follow their top-tier clients overseas. Many commentators have agreed that the
post-war growth of multinational banks can be
rationalised in terms of the response of these
banks to follow their multinational clients abroad
a necessary strategy in order to maintain business with the domestic parent, since failure to follow one s client may lead the client to turn to foreign banks or domestic rivals with branches
abroad to facilitate their needs. While there is
some validity in this argument, at least four other
factors militate against local banks participating in
24

upstream and major downstream energy sector
projects. These relate to the nature and financial
structure of the major projects, the local economy s macro-economic fundamentals, limitations
placed by the Financial Institutions Act on banks
and the restrictions of the Insurance Act.
Taxonomy of the Hydrocarbon Sector: To understand the dilemma of local bank non-participation
in the energy sector, it is useful to have an appreciation of the structure and profile of the hydrocarbon sector. Using a simple taxonomy, the
hydrocarbon sector can be classified into three
distinct strata:
1.

Upstream: Large offshore projects with
MNC involvement; State- or Government-led
projects.

2.

Downstream: Very large, long term projects with significant foreign involvement.

3.

Service Sector: Smaller projects, mainly sub-contractors to large upstream and
downstream projects.

Nature & Financial Structure of Projects: Larger
projects (upstream or downstream), requiring
debt financing in excess of US$300 million, are
outside the scope and capability of the local
financial sector.They are usually extremely tightly structured, with Triple A sponsors and long term
off-take contractors which lend the project to
attractive Libor based funding not available locally.The first Atlantic Liquified Natural Gas (ALNG)
Train attracted financing at LIBOR plus 80 basis
points. By comparison, the Government of
Trinidad and Tobago (currently rated BBB-) went
to the capital markets in 1999 and issued a 10

year Note at 9.875%. In the same year the Barbados
Government was issuing a similar security at 8.75%.
More importantly, the local banks, to date, have not
issued any long dated paper in the international capital
markets and what paper has been issued at the shorter
end of the market (one year and three years) and even
so at rates higher than the ten year notes issued by
Atlantic LNG (LIBOR plus 1.35% plus fees).

A combined syndicated financing from all the local
banks, based on these percentages would be no larger
than approximately TT $1 billion.

Opportunies: Against this background, the most promising area of bank participation in the energy sector lies
with the large number of smaller companies that may
need additional capital to take advantage of the many
business opportunities likely to arise upstream in the
Macro-economic Fundamentals: To compound the mat- near future. These are essentially service companies
ter, local USD dollar deposits rates in Trinidad and which have short-term contracts with the major players.
Tobago currently range between 3%-5% depending on Loan pricing for these firms may also be an issue, but
liquidity and maturity profile. Even if these restrictions there is normally much more latitude given their risk prowere removed there remains a near insurmountable hur- file. The size of these projects (sometimes approaching
dle. The average upstream energy project consumes the US$50-100 million range) does not mitigate against
approximately US$500-1000 million in capital, and the local bank participation.
reality is that the entire deposit base in the entire financial system only approximates US$1 billion. In other While this area is pregnant with opportunity, what would
words, one project could consume a substantial portion, facilitate even greater participation on the part of the
local banks would be an insistence on longer term conif not the entire, USD deposit base in the system.
tracts for these subcontractors, who are sometimes
The Financial Institutions Act: A further complication aris- required to make significant investments on the basis of
month to month contracts, leading to unattractive
es from the dictates of the Financial Institutions Act,
which prohibit a bank from lending more than 25% of its financing terms.
capital base to any one entity and in the case of groups
no more than 32% of its capital base. In the case of Another initiative which could provide some impetus to
RBTT Bank, this cap would restrict lending to approxi- Mr.Lyndon Guiseppi is the General Manager-Corporate Banking,
mately TT$245 million and TT$312 million, respectively. RBTT Bank Limited; (868) 623 1322; lyndon.guiseppi@tt.rbtt.com

Capital Markets

A Pan-Caribbean Stock
Exchange: Critical for Our
Keith Collister
The author argues that a common Regional Stock Exchange is key to mobilising the
Caribbean s limited capital, attracting international capital from overseas, and providing the Region s companies with access to capital at a cost that allow them to compete globally.This is critical for indigenous banks, whether they are quoted on individual exchanges, or plan to list to raise capital.
ith the implementation of the Free Trade
Area of the Americas around the corner
(which will undoubtedly lead to further
liberalisation of services, particularly financial),
the Caribbean has no more time to waste if it is to
ready itself for regional competition. Financial
institutions, particularly banks, must lobby for the
fastest possible implementation of a PanCaribbean Stock Exchange.

W

Until now, the Caribbean Stock Exchange has
been mainly limited to the cross-border trading of
securities, and a few cross-border listings such as
that of Grace Kennedy. Some progress has been
made. For example, the "Harmonisation of
Caribbean Capital Markets Project" sponsored by
the Inter-American Development Bank and initially piloted at the Jamaican Stock Exchange (JSE),
has finally succeeded in installing a common
technology platform for trading, settlement and
clearance in the main Caribbean Exchanges of
Jamaica, Barbados and Trinidad (their CSD was
implemented this year). The project involved
establishing individual trading platforms and
Central Securities Depositaries (CSD s) at the
three original Caricom Stock Exchanges and The

Bahamas.
The Caribbean must now move beyond this initial
stage of facilitating trading and listing on our separate stock exchanges. The strategic opportunity
and economic advantages of merging the
Trinidad, Barbados and Jamaica exchanges into
a single regional Pan-Caribbean Stock Exchange
is the key component of a unified Caribbean
Capital Market. Individual exchanges can be
demutualised and merged into a public company,
ts
i elf listed on the resultant Caribbean Stock
Exchange.
The primary reason for creating an integrated
market rather than just increasing the number of
currently cross-listed issues is one of efficiency
for securities traders ( one-stop shopping ). If you
simply increase the number of cross-listed issues
between Barbados, Jamaica and T&T then you
also simply increase the amount of time it
requires a trader to find its best price, i.e. for
Grace Kennedy a trader would have to look in
Barbados, Jamaica (the home market) and T&T
to make sure he/she has executed at the best
price, a requirement which is usually key in regulators investor protection programs.

Decline & Fall?
The independent stock markets in the Caribbean region have arrived at a critical decision point:
Whether to consolidate activity into a Pan-Caribbean Stock Exchange, a key element of a
Caribbean Capital Market, or to decline and go out of business. The decline and fall progression, simply stated will be:
Investors migrate to larger, regional markets
As investors leave, liquidity and available capital decline
As liquidity and available capital decline, issuers seek larger regional markets on which to
list.
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Creating one, integrated board where all cross-listings
reside provides traders with one location instead of
three. Traders may still wish to shop around, especially
on the sell side, to take advantage of any arbitrage possibilities. However, over time the incidence and size of
arbitrage opportunities will decrease and in most cases
disappear. Traders, especially international traders, will
not take the time to price an issue in three different markets before executing a trade. The need to look at multiple markets is the major drawback for cross-listing
issues.
The most important advantage of replacing our individual
exchanges with a single Regional Stock Exchange is the
potential to increase market liquidity. Liquidity as measured by stock trading- is critical in attracting and retaining investor capital and has been positively and significantly correlated with rates of economic expansion, captal
i accumulation and productivity growth. Currently the
Region has several separate small, illiquid markets that
do not support continuous trading. The JSE is the only
market in the Region where trading sessions are conducted continuously during the five day business week.
In contrast, Barbados conducts trading sessions only
three days per week (an advance on the previous two
days a week).
The Flight to Size: Globalisation means that independent

securities markets such as the Caribbean s face the critical decision of whether to consolidate into larger, regionally based markets or cease to operate. The consolidation trend has already begun in Europe with the merging
of the national markets of Belgium, France and the
Netherlands into the Euronext Market which plans to add
t
Ialy, Portugal and Spain). This consolidation of national
markets into regional markets is being mandated by the
escalating need for expanded markets that can provide
investors and issuers with maximum levels of liquidity,
investment choices, and capital availability. Markets that
cannot provide significant levels of these market-critical
components will lose investors to more liquid markets,
lose issuers to markets with more available capital, and
ultimately cease to exist. The migration of issuers and
investors from smaller, national markets to consolidated,
regional markets has been aptly named a "Flight to
Size".
The Caribbean has suffered through a period of interminable studies. There have been feasibility studies,
macroeconomic studies and socio-economic impact
studies that have failed to produce a working PanCaribbean Capital Market. It is obvious that real "bricks
and mortar" business and a "making it happen" approach
Keith Collister is the Business Development Manager, First Global
Stockbrokers (Jamaica), a Subsidiary of Grace Kennedy &
Company. keith.collister@gkco.com
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Committed to financial freedom and stability
ABIB Offers a full range of traditional banking services plus innovative investment products
and services, tailor-made for corporate clients, governments and private individuals. We are
the first licensed broker dealer authorized to trade on the Eastern Caribbean Securities
Exchange (ECSE) in Antigua. Our General Securities Representatives are licensed by
NASD and are licensed to conduct trades with the ECSE.

Contact ABIB s Investment Department and
discover
Pensions Thrift Funds
Financial Planning

Money Market Accounts
And much more!

Visit our Website at ww.abifinancial.com
Or contact us at: Antigua Barbuda Investment Bank Limited Ltd., High Street, P.O. Box 1679, St. John s, Antigua
Tel: (268)480-2700
Fax: (268)480-2765
E-mail: abibsec@candw.ag
* Future earnings are not guaranteed by past performance. Investment values may fluctuate. The risk of loss of funds is inherent in any of the above mentioned

Corporate Citizenship

Redefining Corporate
The amount of capital flowing from developed countries to developing economies
like those of this region is minimal, says Managing Director and CEO of RBTT Bank
Limited, Mr. Suresh Sookoo, If the Caribbean is to achieve its development goals,
we are going to have to do it ourselves. We cannot rely on anyone else. This article
examines RBTT s unique approach to Pan-Caribbean corporate citizenship, which
n 2003, The Banker Magazine, a subsidiary of
London s Financial Times, said: RBTT, a
Caribbean powerhouse, has won The Banker
Award again this year because of its continued
impressive growth and profitability and its restructuring efforts. During the year, it brought its nine
banks and 79 branches in eleven jurisdictions
under the RBTT brand name, giving it considerable market advantage. RBTT is among the top
three banks in each of the jurisdictions where it
does business.

I

RBTT is today one of a few truly Pan-Caribbean
organisations. It is a vital part of the Region s
financial sector and is inextricably linked to the
success of a growing Caribbean business network and the expansion of trade throughout the
Region. But success and regionalisation have
created a new challenge for RBTT: Should good
corporate citizenship be redefined?

Merengue and Somontumo dance competitions
in Cura ao, and Divali Nagar celebrations in
Trinidad, to name a few. Outreach activities are
critical at the Branch level, giving employees the
opportunity to build the communities in which they
live and work. This takes place across the Region
for instance, RBTT St. Maarten recently opened
ts
i doors to secondary school students who wanted to learn about banking before deciding on their
preferred fields of stud, and RBTT s Dutch
Caribbean operations all host internship programmes as part of their commitment to education.

Education & Youth Development: By our words
and deeds, we at RBTT have demonstrated our
belief that education is the answer to almost
every challenge we face now, and will face in the
future, says Mr. July. The RBTT Education
Foundation, established in 1976 with the sole
RBTT s response is based on three platforms: purpose of advancing the cause of education, is
Community Involvement, Supporting Trade, and at the forefront of RBTT s corporate philanthropy
Building Caribbean Infrastructure. The first fits thrust. It has awarded Fulbright scholarships, diswith the traditional definition of corporate social tributed computers to schools, held educational
responsibility, in that it encompasses corporate seminars and conferences, and recently helped
philanthropy in the form of donations, sponsor- to establish a School Leadership Centre to supships, and special programmes. But the concepts port principals and teachers.
of supporting trade and building Caribbean infra- Tangible evidence of RBTT s commitment is
structure speak uniquely to a larger vision, both of found at the RBTT ROYTEC New Institute of
the Group, and of the Caribbean.
Learning, the largest, totally integrated tertiaryCommunity Involvement: RBTT has taken corporate philanthropy to a new level in the Caribbean
with initiatives in education, the arts, sports, youth
development and business. Wherever we do
business, says Group Chairman, Peter July, the
RBTT name is synonymous with activities and
programmes designed to contribute meaningfully
to the progress and development of the peoples
we serve.

level institution in Port of Spain, Trinidad, home to
the innovative Introduction to Business and
Computer Studies programme which prepares
young people for the world of work. We have
been asked many times over the years: Why is a
financial institution in the business of education?
says Mr. Bruce A. Aanensen, President - RBTT
Roytec, The answer is simple We identify
education and training as critical to the achievement of sustainable growth at the national level.
In this regard, we take our responsibility as a
good corporate citizen very seriously.

This begins with RBTT s Community Outreach
Programme. Preserving cultural traditions is a
key part of the Programme, with projects featuring sponsorship of the traditional Moriah RBTT Young Leaders: RBTT Young Leaders is
W edding during Tobago Heritage Month, Tumba, the organisation s flagship programme. It aims to
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nurture positive qualities in the Region s youth by
encouraging them to take a leadership role in their
communities and to embrace the concept of service
above self. As the Group has expanded its operations across the region, Young Leaders has taken
flight across the Caribbean. Over 15,000 secondary
students execute innovative community projects in
Antigua and Barbuda, Cura ao, Grenada, Carriacou
and Petit Martinique, Nevis, St. Kitts, St. Lucia, St
.
Vincent and the Grenadines, and Trinidad and
Tobago.
RBTT Young Leaders is an award winning programme, recognised by the United Nations
Environmental Programme Global 500 Youth Roll of
Honour for raising young people’s sense of responsibility to the world around them . It was awarded
both the Humming Bird Silver Medal of Trinidad and
Tobago, and the Green Leaf Award from the Trinidad
and Tobago Environmental Management Authority in
1998, and received ten Commonwealth Youth
Awards in 1999.
Sport: Add to this the Group s commitment to sport,
including its sponsorship of the 2003 Carifta Games,
which brought together the Caribbean s top track and
field stars, and donations to innumerable sporting
organisations and individuals, and you have a comprehensive programme of corporate philanthropy.
Corporate giving is important but is it enough? Not
for RBTT. The Group believes good corporate citizenship is not just about giving, it is about building.
Supporting Trade & Export: Building communities
requires a strong economic foundation based on
growth and competitiveness. The people of the
Caribbean have the strength, the creativity and the
resolve to secure our future on the global stage, and
to do so on our terms, says Suresh Sookoo,
Managing Director and CEO- RBTT Bank, RBTT s
vision is of the Caribbean Region reaping the
rewards of international trade.
For RBTT that means supporting businesses, small
and large, and business organisations, like the
Manufacturers Associations of Trinidad and Tobago,
Jamaica, and St. Lucia, which strive to expand
exports regionally and internationally. The Group is
at the forefront of initiatives that stimulate activity and
co-operation in business and trade. RBTT has sponsored trade missions to and from Costa Rica,
Panama, Jamaica, Aruba, Cura ao, and Trinidad
and Tobago, and contributes significantly to business
education conferences such as the Annual
Euromoney Caribbean Investment Forum, and the
Trade and Investment Convention, a key forum for

Banking Snapshot

Barbados: Challenges &
Opportunities in Financial
This brief adaptation of a PricewaterhouseCoopers report, Barbados Banking Industry
2002 Performance Highlights, identifies issues facing financial institutions in Barbados
and the Caribbean.
istorically, the large branch networks and
integrated cross-border operations in the
Region have been those of large international banks under the control of an overseas
head office. Indigenous competition, while it existed, was not considered a significant threat to
these organisations. This paradigm has changed.
International banks continue to operate very
effectively in the Region, but the scale and scope
of their operations is starting to be matched by
large indigenous institutions.

H

nal factors, Barbados continues to be stable, with
good country risk ratings and a reputation for
strong banking regulatory practices that meet
Basel principles. This has recently been validated
by the report of the Financial System Stability
Assessment Program conducted by the
International Monetary Fund. However, that
report notes that the establishment of the CSME
will, in the medium term, necessitate adaptations
in domestic policies, prudential regulations and
monetary policy instruments.

Developments in Barbados: 2002 saw the completion of the combination of Barclays Bank PLC
and CIBC West Indies Holdings to create
FirstCaribbean International Bank. Barclays and
CIBC hold the majority of the Bank s equity, but
neither exercises control, and a considerable portion of the remaining equity is owned by individual
Caribbean investors.

Internal Challenges: To be competitive across
numerous territories, and to leverage the benefits
of their size, growing financial institutions must
develop sophisticated information and control
frameworks to ensure appropriate resource allocation. New skill-sets must be developed, and
recruitment and training of high quality staff will
be key.

As shareholder numbers increase, and as shareholders become more geographically diverse,
more emphasis will be placed on corporate governance. To compete in capital markets in different countries, and to ensure that shareholder
interests are adequately protected, growing public companies will need to demonstrate that they
have effective internal control and reporting
mechanisms in place. Caribbean institutions are
recognising the need to fall in line with recomEconomic Landscape: There is a steady move- mended corporate governance practices, and the
ment towards reduced regulation in the efforts of accounting regulators to implement
Caribbean with regards to cross-border invest- global accounting standards will also drive this
ment, interest rates and exchange controls, a requirement forward.
process which will be accelerated as the
Caribbean Single Market and Economy (CSME) External Challenges: In the short term, competiframework is implemented. The growth and tion in Barbados is being intensified by excess liqdevelopment of regional capital markets is also uidity and weak demand for consumer loans.
continuing, although not at as fast a pace as Strong competition is manifesting itself in the
mortgage market: Banks are offering historically
desired.
low interest rates and some are introducing variAs a small economy, heavily influenced by exter- ations to the mortgage product.
This characteristic is important, because
FirstCaribbean is now an independent Caribbean
bank. Meanwhile, Sagicor has acquired Life of
Barbados and Life of Jamaica, and Republic
Bank has acquired a controlling stake in
Barbados National Bank. No doubt the pace of
change will gain momentum as other institutions
seek to expand their asset base and enhance
their returns.
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Barbados Banks: 2002 Performance Highlights
Bank

Net Income

Bank of Nova Scotia

23,668

6%

1,071,146

9%

Return on
Average Total
Assets
2.31%

Barbados National Bank

26,163

40%

1,270,263

9%

2.14%

61.30%

4,236

7%

394,593

10%

1.12%

79.33%

(54)

(n/a)

2,537,495

(n/a)

Barclays: 1.14%
CIBC: 1.48%

105.47%

2,506

35%

253,300

10%

1.04%

84.28%

26,918

18%

1,113,459

8%

2.51%

43.53%

Caribbean Commercial Bank
FirstCaribbean International Bank*
Mutual Bank
Royal Bank of Canada

%Change

Assets

%Change

Productivity
Ratio
52.35%

Income & Assets stated in thousands of Barbados dollars.
*2001 results of Barclays Bank PLC and CIBC Caribbean used to arrive at comparative numbers.

Competition is likely to increase as financial institutions
become more acquisitive regionally.This may challenge
the banks, but should benefit consumers by acting as an
incentive for participants to remove excess costs and
inefficiencies, and to offer improved services, new products, and lower prices.

a need for increased cooperation between regulators in
different countries, and an increased awareness of foreign exchange and interest rate risks. The CSME,
although an opportunity, will also open domestic financial
institutions to new and varied competition within their
home markets.

Banking regulators will continue to face the need to
remove cross-border currency and interest rate controls.
International perceptions of the Region s regulatory
effectiveness will become crucial as regional institutions
begin to compete on global capital markets. There will be

Opportunities: As financial institutions develop a larger
capital base, and as market controls are relaxed, signifiPricewaterhouseCoopers Barbados Banking Industry 2002
Performance Highlights was released in July 2003; View the full
text of the report at www.pwc.com/bb.
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e-business: The revolution is here!
Don Wehby
he global economy has been swept along by the ebusiness wave, which, on the back of telecommunications, is enabling and driving globalisation.
This new electronic way of doing business is both fast
paced and ever changing. Companies will face a much
shorter time horizon, needing to develop products in
months rather than years. They will need a flexible
organisational structure to react rapidly to changing
needs and reinforce fundamental strengths of a strong
brand, financial power and know-how.

T

The area of primary coverage by the media has been in
e-retailing (the selling of consumer products including
books, music, toys, clothes, electronic equipment and
food). Online retailers such as Amazon.com have
received wide coverage. This business model has resulted in a borderless consumer market, where a person in
Australia can order a book online from an American
retailer and receive it within a matter of days via a courier service provided by the seller. In Jamaica, Sangster s
Books Store and the furniture and appliance giant,
Courts, both offer on-line shopping on their web sites.
E-business in the Financial Sector: While electronic
retailing has achieved some market penetration, another
form of e-business has emerged which is set to have a
significant impact on economic activity.This is in the area
of Financial Services. In the financial sector, the marketing of products via the internet has presented a few diff
iculties, one being the regulatory framework that currently exists, another, the concern clients have about data
security,particularly since financial transactions contain
extremely sensitive data. However, it is precisely in the
financial sector that e-business technologies promise
substantial improvements in the utilisation of client information and enhancement of service quality. Given the
abstract nature of the products offered, financial services
are well suited for distribution via the Internet.

charge lower commissions and to offer improved services, including real-time quotes, faster execution of
client orders, and greater transparency.The websites of
Jamaican stock-broking companies such as First Global
Stockbrokers, offer clients access to their account information, and to advanced research and stock market
analysis.
At least two other main financial services have enormous
potential to be offered electronically: Banking and
General Insurance.
E-Banking: The speed at which change is taking place in
banking today, through the introduction of internet-based
technologies, is forcing all banks to rethink their fundamental strategic direction. It is not simply a matter of
installing a new piece of IT equipment to meet the ebanking threat, but rather a need to remodel a substantial portion of their existing activities in order to survive.
E-banking has the potential to deliver superior value to
customers by offering:
Continuous service (customer support and access
to account information 24-hours/7-days-a-week)
Maximum customer convenience:
access, no standing in lines

Worldwide

Competitive pricing/reduced costs
Increased responsiveness
Internet funds transfer
Customised & bundled product offering
Single point of access to all services via an integrated electronic storefront
There are many benefits to the banks themselves. These
include the ability to reduce costs and improve efficiencies by requiring less real estate (fewer branches needed) and less personnel for functions that will be automated. Companies will also be able to expand their customer base, cross-sell products and services, and better
customise, personalise, and expand the range of services offered.

In the United States and Europe, online stockbrokers
have led the way in the financial services sector and
have acquired a sizable portion of stock market transactions. This market penetration results from their ability to In Jamaica, the e-banking revolution has begun, with the
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launch of National Commercial Bank s Internet banking
services, which include balance inquiry, funds transfer
and bill payments transactions. The Bank of Nova Scotia
is currently testing its Internet banking facilities among
staff and intends to initially offer the service to retail customers. First Global Bank has also been making preparations for its public launch of online banking to all customers. Currently it is testing the service among the staff
of the Grace, Kennedy Group and will offer a full range
of commercial banking services via the Internet.

on the price within seconds; if in agreement he could
accept the offer and complete the transaction online.
Online claim settlement could also be done assisted by
digital photography where necessary.A customer would
be able to follow the progress of the claim settlement and
get information on the administrator handling the claim
via the internet. In the future, claims could even be paid
electronically directly into the customer’s bank account.

W e can see that the e-business revolution will have a
significant influence on the way business is conducted
Internet-Only Banks: Apart from traditional banks which and will result in :
are entering e-business, a completely new business
Increased efficiency and cost savings
model has emerged: Internet Only Banks. These interPossibilities to improve client services
net-based banks, with low overhead costs and a lack of
A marked increase in transparency of price & prodcostly real estate have attracted customers by offering
uct information
high interest rates and no-fee bill-payments. They also
The emergence of new business models
offer value added features such as credit card frequent
Ever lower barriers to market entry
flyer miles with no blackout periods, a link to online
stockbrokers, rebates on bank charges; and even a vir- Despite the benefits and opportunities involved, there
tual safety deposit box where you can scan electronic are some challenges to overcome. These issues include
copies of tax returns, contracts, wills, and even family security and confidentiality concerns, regulation/legislaphotos.
tion, limited bandwidth on some systems, and the current
General Insurance companies can also gain many of the lack of infrastructure in many companies to facilitate
advantages mentioned under e-banking and also offer interconnectivity.
similar benefits to their customers. In addition, an online Real Added Value: For e-business to be successful, it
storefront can act as marketing support to showcase the must offer clear and recognisable benefits to customers,
various products and services offered. This can be taken whether in the form of cost savings, faster processing of
a step further, where the actual product/service is sold
Don Wehby is the Chief Operating Officer and Deputy Managing
online. A prospective client looking to insure his car could
Director, Grace Kennedy & Company Ltd., Jamaica, the parent
go to the website, enter his risk profile and get a quote
company of First Global Bank

Utilising your IT Investment
Rabindra Jaggernauth & Lerone
hy do regional Indigenous Banks and
International Banks with presence in the
Caribbean have a significantly better cost-eff
iciency ratio than the National Indigenous Banks? Where
do these larger banks have the edge? As the financial
marketplace continues to expand across geographic
boundaries, regional financial institutions have responded by continuing to invest heavily in Information
Technology (IT) to maintain competitive advantage and
to establish a dominant physical presence despite their
size.

W

W ithout a doubt, indigenous banks have a role to play in
the region. As national banks, they bear the burden for
serving Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) but does this
mean that they have to be any less efficient than larger

banks? Today, indigenous banks are constantly challenged to meet changing customer and stakeholder
demands and must develop strategies to adapt to these
demands through improved operational processes.
The IT Investment: The larger banks defray the costs of
their IT investments over a larger number of branches
than do the indigenous banks. With improvements in
technology over the last few years, companies operating
across vast areas, even those separated by sea, can
manage their businesses using applications from servers
located in one geographic location. FirstCaribbean
International Bank for example, with branches throughout the region, runs its core banking application from
servers in Barbados. Other regional banks are seeking
to do the same to gain economies of scale and improve
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cost-efficiency ratios.
A Different Model: Why then is it that the indigenous banks cannot adopt the same model? It is
possible for all of the indigenous banks in the
OECS to come together and invest in a single
data centre which will allow them to run a common core banking application from their branches, wherever it is located. There are tremendous
benefits to this, not least of which is the cost eff
iciency gain.
Other benefits include standardisation of operations, sharing of ongoing IT investments, the
ability to focus on customer service delivery, and
greater leverage to negotiate and maximise the
IT investment. All of these benefits enhance
shareholder value. Investing in a single data
center and then running a core banking application frees banks from individually building and
maintaining
technological
infrastructure,
installing and integrating software and from the
constant challenge of trying to retain technological talent.
There are risks, including the perceived loss of
control by each of the indigenous banks, reliance
on one service provider to operate the IT centre,
and the ability to satisfy different strategic directions and imperatives. Some operational risks
are:

Legal implications should be factored in especially re
access rights to corporate data.
Implementation Management: As with any major project,
the phases must be carefully structured to ensure seamless
transition.
However, once some basic conditions are met, the model advocated here can work - and the risks are far outweighed by the
benefits. All of the national banks in the OECS have similar
strategic directions and, by extension, similar IT needs. If we can
find a solution that can grow as the banks grow, a solution that
is scalable and flexible, then indigenous banks can achieve a
tremendous leap in efficiency and become more competitive in
their domestic markets.
Benefits: The tangible benefits for the banks include:
Access to best practices: Indigenous banks collectively will
have greater leverage to acquire a banking solution that
adheres to best practices and can be enhanced to accommodate new best practices.
Improved quality of service: Banks will be able to focus on
using IT as an enabler to deliver an enhanced customer
Rabindra Jaggernauth, Partner in charge of the Business Advisory
Services Practice; Lerone Brathwaite, Manager, Business Advisory Services
Practice. Ernst & Young Caribbean, Telephone (868) 628 1105

Reliability: What are the ramifications of
having a target service availability of 97%
verses 99.999%? What will be written into
the service level agreements?
Compatibility: Varying hardware specifications among banks may require expenditure to ensure that a minimum requirement
is attained and maintained.
Upgrade and maintenance: Who will be
responsible for hardware and software
upgrades? What happens when a significant change is made to existing software?
Security: Concerns relating to outsourcing
the security on corporate data must be
identified (including confidentiality concerns). What security infrastructure will be
required to protect the data against malicious attacks (e.g. firewalls, encryption
etc)?
Business Continuity: Reliance on one company, the location of the data center and
associated costs, especially given the location of the islands in the hurricane zone.
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Evaluating Core
Banking Systems
Randy Roth
ach year, many indigenous banks make the
decision to change their core banking system.
Decisions are based on a long list of reasons
that simply equate to the fact that their current environment no longer meets their business needs. They
must either make a change, or allow the system to dictate the bank s daily business activities, a sure prescription for failure.

E

The process of selecting and converting to a new system is an important one: The most appropriate system
and venue will determine, at least to some extent, the
bank s ability to respond to economic and regulatory
changes, changes in the marketplace, and increased
competition from other financial institutions based outside the Caribbean.
The Role of the Consultant: Many banks hire consultants to assist solely in the selection process.
However, the consultant s role should be much broader than reviewing hardware and software alternatives
and introducing the bank to vendors. The consultant
should determine, with an experienced but unbiased
eye, which core processing vendors and systems offer
capabilities that best match the business needs of the
bank.
Factors for consideration include the bank s long-term
business strategy and itsstaffs ability to cope with the
new environment. Also key is the vendor s track
record when it comes to delivering on promises and
providing long-term strategic and operational support.
The bank must also consider the long term effort and
expense required to maintain or develop interfaces,
products, services, and information, as well as the
ability to be competitive in its markets.
In-house vs. Outsource Solutions: The decision
whether to process in-house or out source is ultimately based on many factors, most of which are unique to
the bank, its customers, prospects,staff, and business
plan.
Some questions to consider:
1.
What are the bank s growth and acquisition
plans?
2.

Is there talent within the bank to run an inhouse system?

3.

Is there a pool of talent in the local area?

4.

Do you have the room for an in-house sys-
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The Due Diligence Process
Steps to follow when making a Core Banking decision:
1. Assess Current Technology Environment
and Utilisation
2. Selection Team Assignments
3. Technology Plan Update
4. Vendor & System Short List
5. Vendor & System Due Diligence
6. Financial Analysis of Alternatives
7. Reference Checking
8. Site Visits
9. Vendor & System Selection
10. Contract Negotiations
11. Final Vendor & System Decision
12. Due Diligence Package for Board approval
tem?
5.

Are your people ready for the change?

6.

Is your Board on board?

7.

How much independence do you require?

One thing is for sure, negotiating a contract with an outsource service provider is a critical element in the
process. As a banker, you may only do this once every
five years and maybe only two or three times in your
career. Vendors do it every day.This is the only time in
the life of the partnership where the banker is in a position of power. If something is not spelled out in the contractual agreement, the vendor, no matter how good,
may not feel required to do what you need after the conversion. This is one explanation for the constant movement between in-house and outsourced banks.

to review vendors. Narrow the list down to two or three
vendors, and, with your selection committee, conduct an
extensive analysis of vendors on the short list, asking
questions like:
1.

How well are you using what you have? There
have been many cases where the bank simply
needed more training, not a new system.

2.

What functions are you missing or looking for?

3.

What is working well? (you don t want to go
backwards)

4.

How will the core banking system work with
other systems?

Do not consider software capabilities, but focus on the
strategic direction of the bank. Through this process,
technology will be an enabler, not an inhibitor. Research
the trends and directions in the industry, mapping trends
to the specific demographics of your marketplace. The
bank s General Manager and senior managers should
attend a get acquainted meeting with a salesperson
from each vendor, to learn the culture, philosophy, and
business attitudes of the vendor.
Making Sense of the Bells & Whistles: Invite vendors to
do complete system presentations attended by your
selection committee. Other bank members should attend
sessions directly related to their areas of responsibility
examining functionality, not costs, and not issues outside
of their application of interest. Bring lists of what is currently wrong (or good), what is required with the new system, and wish lists, to meetings and use them to formulate questions for the vendor.

The vendor demonstration should use the actual system
with actual files. It should be interactive, displaying
screens, transactions, reports, and integration. The key
The Due Diligence Process: A well-designed and exe- to analysing the system is using the show me
cuted approach can help you determine a vendor s abil- approach, so that each application can be understood
ity to meet your short and long-term business needs.
Randy Roth is the President and CEO of Vitex, Inc., a CARICOM
Vitex does not recommend using a functional Request
based technology consulting firm which helps Caribbean indigefor Proposal (RFP) process. Instead, enlist members of
nous banks maximise the return on their technology investments.
Telephone: 264-235-6100, rreid@vitexinc.com, www.vitex.com.
your bank staff in a cross-functional selection committee

Considerations when reviewing a Core Banking System
1. Navigation from screen to screen, application to
application, customer to customer.
2. Integration of other applications (e.g. loan or new
account documentation systems).
3. System consistency between screens and applications, especially the newer systems.
4. Loan system components.
5. Customer Information file capabilities (e.g. prospect
tracking, relationship management.)
6. Ability to create products without data center support.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Posting options (e.g.real time vs. memo posting)
Online exception processing (e.g. overdrafts).
Reports (e.g. management reports).
Ancillary systems; integration vs. interfaces (e.g. Swift
system, Internet banking).
Profitability by branch, product, and customer.
Audit and security.
Forms, statements, and messaging.
On-line reference manuals.
Ease of use and online training capabilities.
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banking technology

The Future of the
Caribbean Financial Services Sector
David McConney
e are currently witnessing a complete paradigm
shift in the financial services industry in the
Caribbean. Not only are indigenous institutions
seeking to become more dominant in the sector, some
are even attempting to marginalise locally-based international banks that have traditionally had the advantage of
drawing upon foreign sources of capital and expertise.

W

mation, capital, products, services and people. This will,
of course, lead to a significant reduction in the diseconomies of scale that financial institutions face in our
individual island economies. As a result of this development, the playing field in the Caribbean financial services
sector will rapidly continue to become more diversified,
complex and competitive.

In these circumstances, domestic financial institutions New Directions: Caribbean financial institutions are now,
have had the opportunity to extend their activities more than ever, faced with the decision to embrace prothroughout the region via mergers, acquisitions and gressive strategic directions, such as:
strategic alliances, thereby creating strong and competiConsolidation
tive regional structures. In this respect, regionalism will
Shifting from traditional product-centered strategies
undoubtedly serve as a stepping-stone to enhanced
to customer-centric, relationship-driven strategies
global competitiveness.
Better management of costs, processes and information assets
Some examples of recent developments include:
The acquisition earlier this year by Republic Bank,
The implementation of technology that promises to
of Trinidad and Tobago, of the Barbados
increase efficiency, automate processes and reduce
Government s 57% interest in Barbados National
overhead.
Bank.
As financial services companies seek to draw value from
The merger of CIBC and Barclays in October 2002
information technology (IT), many have realized that IT
to form FirstCaribbean International Bank (which
must be perfectly aligned with business goals to produce
now commands some $10 billion in assets).
the greatest return on investment. Improvements in
information processing, telecommunications and finanThe formation of Sagicor Financial Corporation out
cial technologies have facilitated greater geographic
of the Barbados Mutual Life Assurance Society late
reach by enabling institutions to manage larger informalast year.
tion flows from more locations and to evaluate and manThe CSME: Another key factor in the changing face of age risks at a lower cost, without geographic proximity to
banking and the nature of competition in the region will the customer.
be the creation of the Caribbean Single Market and
Economy (CSME), which will result in the opening of W ith increasing consolidation in the financial services
David McConney worked in the Caribbean banking industry for
financial markets, a reduction in general trade restric23 years. He is now the President & CEO of V2R Financial
tions and more intense cross-border movements of inforServices. dmc@v2r.com

What are Core Banking Systems?
Core Banking Systems are the central systems for a
retail bank and form the basis of the bank s IT platform,
providing central accounting, customer information
management and transaction-processing functions, the
fundamental platforms for all banking efforts. The Core
Banking System provides a central operational database of customers assets and liabilities, a transactionprocessing engine and a system for the financial man-
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agement of the bank. Core banking systems reside
either in the heart of a bank s data center or in the data
center of its processor if the bank has outsourced its
core processing. A typical integrated core banking system is composed of five components: Deposit processing system, Loan accounting and servicing system,
Definition provided by V2R Financial Services.
Customer information system (CIF), General ledger
Visit their website at www.v2rfs.com for a comprehensive
system
(GL),
and MIS/EIS
reporting
tools.
glossary
of banking
technology
terms.
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Anti-Money Laundering

Money Laundering and
Public Education: Roles &
Responsibilities
Joan H. Underwood, B.Sc. MHSA M B A
As banks implement new policies and procedures to comply with the demands of
national and international authorities, and in particular Anti-Money Laundering
requirements, they run the risk of alienating customers and employees, most of
whom have no connection with money laundering or any illegal activity. Banks can
avoid a backlash, says the author, by implementing public education programmes.

decade ago, a customer could walk into a
bank with any picture ID and open an
account. Today, that same customer would
need a passport or driver s licence, along with a
birth certificate or other official documents specifying nationality, country of origin, address, and
date of birth. The customer would also need to
complete a source of funds declaration if the
deposit exceeded US $5,000 (in some banks, the
threshold is EC$10,000).

A

The international focus on money laundering has
led to the genesis of an entire new vocabulary in
the banking industry. Terms such as source of
funds , know your customer , and even know
your employee , are all products of the guidelines,
regulations and legislation designed to prevent
financial institutions from being used to launder
ill-gotten gains.
To comply with the demands of national and international authorities, commercial banks have had
to implement new policies and procedures. The
vast majority of customers affected by these
changes have no connection with money laundering or any other illegal activity.And since public perception is that money laundering is almost
always connected to drugs, the average bank
customer tends to resent the precautionary and
from their perspective burdensome
measures
implemented by the banks.
If banks are to succeed in complying with the antimoney-laundering (AML) requirements, they
must first obtain the cooperation of both their customers and employees. The prerequisite for such

cooperation is education.
While governments have introduced regulation
and enabled the institutional framework to monitor the implementation of A M L procedures, they
have done very little to educate the public about
these developments and the impact they are likely to have on the consumer.All financial transactions are now subject to increased scrutiny.This
includes opening new accounts, the purchase of
drafts, sending and receiving wire transfers, and
more.
Correspondent Banking: The very existence of

2003 Update:
The 40 Recommendations
The “Forty Recommendations of the Financial
Action Task Force”, the international standard for
anti-money laundering measures, were updated in
2003. Key changes include:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Expansion of customer due diligence
process for financial institutions.
Enhanced measures for higher risk
customers and transactions, including
correspondent banking and politically
exposed persons.
Extension of anti-money laundering
requirements to cover terrorist
financing.
Prohibition of shell banks.
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banks within the Caribbean is contingent on correspondent banking relationships with financial institutions in the United States and United Kingdom. In the
wake of increased scrutiny from governmental and
multilateral organisations such as the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF), a number of American and
European Union banks have terminated correspondent
relationships in the region. ABN AMRO, HSBC, Bank of
America, Bank of New York, and Amtrade have all
opted out of agreements with some banks in our territories.
In the case of those international banks which continue
to facilitate our international trade, the principals have
demanded absolute adherence to requirements contained in legislation such as the USA s Patriot Act, and
the regulatory framework devised by such entities as
the FATF.
How then can banks obtain the required buy-in from
their employees? The answer lies in ensuring that
employees are fully cognisant of the role such information plays in protecting the Region s financial system
from accusations of money laundering and aiding and
abetting criminal elements. Further, a link must be
clearly established between the actions of each
employee on the frontline and the bank s ability to
secure and maintain correspondent banking relationships which are the very foundation of the viability of
Caribbean banks.
Know your Employee: It is generally accepted that
bank employees may fall prey to money launderers
seeking to exploit their ready access to the banking
system. Banks have a responsibility to monitor all
employee accounts in order to identify any suspicious
or unexplained activity (This is often the practice in
many Caribbean banks, ed.). Even where the best of
employer-employee relations exist, the introduction of
such a policy can cause offence, and generate ill-will
and resentment among employees.
One way to overcome such ill-will is to educate employees about the national and international regulations
and policy frameworks that necessitate such measures. By pointing out the reason for the new procedures and highlighting the adverse outcomes associated with a failure to enforce the requirements, banks can
minimise the resistance to these necessary changes.
Public Education Whose responsibility is it? Ideally,
the national regulatory bodies should assume responsibility for educating the public about the legal and regulatory requirements to which banks are subject.
Unfortunately, such bodies often lack the resources
Joan H. Underwood is the Manager of Human Resources and
Strategic Development, ABI Financial Group, Antigua.
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Caribbean Jurisdictions: Off the NCCT
Countries on the Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
List of Non-Cooperative Countries and Territories
(NCCTs) have critically deficient anti-money laundering
systems or a demonstrated unwillingness to co-operate in anti-money laundering efforts. All Caribbean
countries which previously appeared on the list have
now been de-listed thanks to their legislative, supervisory and regulatory reforms:
St. Kitts and Nevis: Delisted June 2002. According to
the FATF: By January 2003, the Financial Intelligence
Unit (FIU) had a staff of seven, and had received 82
suspicious transaction reports, with 44 referrals to the
police and 13 investigations on-going. The FIU had
responded to 24 of the 40 requests from foreign jurisdictions that it had received.
Grenada: De-listed February 2003. According to the
FATF: By February 2003, the size of [the] offshore
sector had been drastically reduced, with the remaining offshore banks being liquidated or under government oversight. The FIU had a staff of 5 and had
received 29 suspicious transaction reports as of

CARIBBEAN
CONFEDERATION OF
Credit Unions: The Heart of our Community
The Caribbean Confederation of Credit Unions (CCCU) is the
Apex Organisation for Credit Unions and Non-financial Co-operatives in 18 countries throughout the Caribbean. The Mission of
the CCCU is to strengthen, unite and promote the sustainable
growth and development of these credit unions and co-operatives as a vehicle for socio-economic development.
The headquarters of the CCCU has been relocated from Barbados to St.Kitts and Nevis.
The following statistics provide an overview of the Caribbean
Credit Union Sector:
Credit unions- 353; members- 1.4 million; Total Shares &
Deposits USD 1.4 billion; Total Loans USD 1.2 billion;
Total Assets USD 1.7 billion

Address:
Caribbean Confederation of Credit Unions
P.O. Box 1213
Tel: (869) 466-9453
New Street
Fax: (869) 466-6957
Basseterre
Email:
St.Kitts & Nevis
cccu@caribsurf.com
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Regulatory Environment

Basel II

An Operational Risk?
Berkeley Greenidge

Basel II, slated to take effect in 2006, creates a new capital adequacy framework, redefining risk-weighted assets, particularly in the areas of credit and operational risk.
It will result in the radical transformation of disclosures by banks. The author explores
implications for indigenous banks.
n January 2001, the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision announced proposals to
implement a new capital adequacy framework
to replace the 1988 Capital Accord. The New
Capital Accord, or Basel II, is targeted primarily at
internationally active banks, and is designed to
align capital with banking risks to promote the
safety and soundness of individual banks and the
overall financial system, and to reduce competitive inequalities. The Committee aims to complete
the New Accord by mid 2004, with implementation in member countries by year-end 2006.

I

credit risk, and;
2. Introduction of an explicit treatment of operational risks.
In addition, the proposals offer three options for
the calculation of both credit and operational
risks. These options are intended to provide
banks and supervisors with the flexibility to select
the approach that is most appropriate to the
bank s operations and the market infrastructure in
which it operates.

For credit risk, the primary approaches recomIt is acknowledged that the 1988 Accord is limited mended are:
Standardised approach: Based on analysing
in many ways. That initiative set out only four
credit risk exposures by category and applybroad risk weighing categories, created incening fixed risk weights to each category.
tives to take high quality assets off the balance
External credit assessments, from presheet, and used a crude approach to distinguishscribed institutions, may be used to enhance
ing sovereign risk. In addition, it was believed that
the risk sensitivity. This approach also
the 1988 Accord did not comprehensively
expands the range of collateral, guarantees
address the full spectrum of risks that banks face.
and credit derivatives that banks may recognize, and incorporates specific treatment for
retail exposures, particularly residential
Three Pillars of Basel II
mortgages.
Pillar I
Minimum capital requirements
Internal ratings-based (IRB) approach: Uses
Pillar II
Supervisory review of capital
the bank s assessment of key risk drivers as
adequacy
primary inputs into the capital calculation.

In fact, the 1988 Accord only focused on credit
risk, although in 1996 it was amended to incorporate market risk. Further, the 1988 Accord adopted a one-size-fits-all approach, which was considered too restrictive.
Pillar I - Minimum Capital Requirements: Under
the New Accord, the definition of regulatory capital, and the minimum required ratio of 8%, remain
unchanged. The modifications focus on re-defining risk-weighted assets, and are intended to provide improved assessment of bank risk and to
achieve more meaningful capital ratios. These
changes involve two primary elements:
1. Substantive changes to the treatment of
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However, the computations are based on
formulae specified by the Committee. Under
the foundation IRB option, data inputs related to probability of default are based on the
bank s estimates, while loss given default,
exposure at default, and maturity elements
are based on supervisory values set by the
Committee. Under the advanced IRB
approach, all elements are based on the
bank s estimates.
Basel II also recognises the increased use of
securitisation as a risk management technique,
and consequently provides specific treatment for
these transactions, based on their underlying
economic substance.
For operational risk, the three recommended

approaches are:
Basic indicator approach: Applies a factor of
0.15 to the bank s average gross income over
the previous three years to derive the capital
requirement.
Standardised approach: Based on average
gross income, but applies differential supervisory factors to calculate capital requirements
for each business line.
Advanced measurement approach: Based on
the collection and evaluation of data for specified business lines and risk types. The charge
is calculated using a fixed percentage, determined by the Committee based on industrywide data.
Pillar II - Supervisory Review: Pillar II focuses on
developing a globally consistent supervisory
process, particularly to ensure that institutions are
adequately capitalised, and to promote enhanced
risk management. The focus is on issues of corporate governance, particularly Board and senior
management oversight, sound capital assessment,
comprehensive enterprise-wide risk management,
monitoring and reporting of material changes in an
entity s risk profile, and robust and independent
review of internal controls and risk management
mechanisms.

W e in the Region have not sat idly by. Regulatory entities
have been active in the revision of the legislative framework.
They have increased the frequency of both on and off-site
supervisory activities, and have enhanced the scope of monitoring to include corporate governance issues. In fact, regulatory agencies have been in the forefront of promoting governance standards, as demonstrated by the recent initiatives
by certain central banks. There are clear indications that their
targets have been receptive and are committed to embracing
the concepts and adopting the standards of modern corporate
governance.
Pillar III requirements are also accepted in principle. This will
bring about a radical transformation in disclosures, particularly in annual audited accounts. Instead of the traditional focus
on historical performance, management will be required to
adopt models that disclose how it will sustain or enhance current performance. Such disclosure should focus on management s perspective of industry dynamics and market positioning, the entity s value strategy, the manner in which its financial resources are managed from an economic viewpoint, and
Berkeley Greenidge is a Senior Manager, Global Risk Management
Solutions, PricewaterhouseCoopers Eastern Caribbean.
Telephone (246) 467 6813. E-mail: berkeley.greenidge@bb.pwc.com

Pillar III - Public Disclosure: Pillar III complements
the minimum capital requirements and supervisory
review processes set out in Pillars I and II respectively. It is designed to enable market participants
to assess key information about a bank s risk profile and levels of capitalisation through the use of
appropriate disclosure requirements.
Implementation & Transition: Needless to say, the
implementation process has been fraught with difficulty.This major initiative is just one of a number
of projects engaging the attention of the major
financial institutions. The transition to International
Financial Reporting Standards, increased regulatory requirements, particularly in relation to money
laundering and terrorist financing, and the introduction of the Euro in EU countries, are all competing for scarce resources. No wonder that
recently, Wim Duisenberg, President of the
European Central Bank, said plans to introduce
Basel II would probably be postponed until 2007.
Implications for the Caribbean: How does this
impact the Caribbean? After all, the New Accord
was designed for internationally active banks. But
the Committee also expects that non-G10 countries will adopt the New Accord, with the target
dates for Pillars II and III set for December 2006.
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ANGUILLA
Caribbean Commercial Bank (Anguilla) Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. Preston Bryan
PO Box 22, The Valley,ANGUILLA
Tel: (264) 497 2571/3, Fax: (264) 497 3570
E-Mail: ccbaxa@anguillanet.com, Website:
w w w.ccb.ai
Caribbean Commercial Bank (Anguilla) Ltd. is a private corporation which is entirely locally owned. It
was incorporated in Anguilla in 1976 and began
operations in 1977.The Bank s goals were to meet
the financial needs of the community that were not,
in the opinion of the founders, being adequately
addressed by the two international competitors. It
operates from a single branch staffed by 34 employees, and aims to be the best and most successful
company in the financial services industry providing
high quality financial services, well trained, motivated, and rewarded staff, and meaningful participation
in the social and economic development of the community they serve . Asset size: US$91 million (Oct.
2002).

National Bank of Anguilla Ltd.
Chief Executive Officer: Mr. E. Valentine Banks
PO Box 44, The Valley,ANGUILLA
Tel: (264) 497 2101/4, Fax: (264) 497 3310
E-Mail: nbabankl@anguillanet.com
W ebsite: www.nba.ai
Established in 1985, the National Bank of Anguilla
Ltd. is a publicly owned company.The Bank offers
residents and non-residents a variety of personal
and commercial banking products and services. It
has two offices staffed by 60 employees.This Bank
is committed to excellence in financial services through skilled and dedicated management and staff for the benefit of customers,
shareholders and the community . By market share,
the National Bank of Anguilla is the largest commercial bank operating in Anguilla, with an asset base of
US$158.9 million (March 2002).

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA
Antigua Barbuda Investment Bank Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. McAlister Abbott
High Street & Corn Alley, PO Box 1679,
St. John’s, ANTIGUA
Tel: (268) 480 2700/3, Fax: (268) 480 2721
E-Mail: aob@abifinancial.com
W ebsite: www.abifinancial.com
CAIB Rep: Mr. Henley Richardson, Manager.
Tel: (268) 480 2230
Antigua Barbuda Investment Bank Ltd. (ABIB) commenced operations in 1990, having been incorporated with a share capital of EC$10 million. It is a

member of the ABI Financial Group. In May 2000,
ABIB acquired the Swiss American National Bank of
Antigua, placing it amongst the three largest commercial banks in Antigua and Barbuda. The Bank
has three branches, one agency and a credit card
centre staffed by 81 employees. The Bank s Mission
Statement is: We at Antigua Barbuda Investment
Bank Ltd., through our commitment to excellence in
serving the general public, seek to maximize the
benefits accruing to our shareholders, customers
and employees . ABIB s asset base is US$150 million (Sept. 2002).

Antigua Commercial Bank
Group General Manager: Mr. John Benjamin
Thames & St. Mary’s Streets, PO Box 95,
St. John’s, ANTIGUA
Tel: (268) 481 4200/3, Fax: (268) 481 4229
E-Mail: acb@candw.ag
CAIB Rep: Mr. Gregory de Gannes, Manager
E-Mail: gdegannes@acbonline.com
Antigua Commercial Bank (ACB) was incorporated
in 1955 with a share capital of EC$100,000. It is the
country s first indigenous bank and public company.
ACB is known for its role in assisting local entrepreneurs and small business people. Its subsidiary,
ACB Mortgage and Trust Company Ltd., is the
largest provider of mortgage finance in the island.
ACB aims to provide quality financial and other services in the domestic, regional and international markets for optimum benefits to stakeholders . The Bank
operates two branches staffed by 112 employees,
and has now become the largest commercial bank
in Antigua & Barbuda with an asset base of US$229
million (Sept. 2002).

Bank of Antigua Ltd.
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer:
Mr. Kenny J. Byron
PO Box 315, St. John’s, ANTIGUA
Tel: (268) 480 5300, Fax: (268) 480 5433
W ebsite: www.bankofantigua.com
CAIB Representative: Mr. William McDavid,
Deputy Managing Director & Chief Operating
Officer
E-Mail: wmcdavid@stanfordeagle.com
Bank of Antigua Ltd. was incorporated in February
1981 and began operations in November 1981. It
was purchased in 1990 by Stanford Bank Holdings
Ltd.,its major shareholder.The Bank operates three
branches and a mobile unit, and is staffed by a total
of 61 employees. The Bank s mission statement is:
"To provide the most friendly and efficient banking
services to customers and to achieve continued
growth and profitability". Its asset base is US$102
million (Dec. 2002).
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N ATIONAL
COMMERCIAL B A N K
(SVG) LT D
THE NATION S BANK IS HERE
TO MEET ALL YOUR BANKING
100% Mortgage Loans for all Public Servants
Consumer Loans Personal Loans Mortgage
Credit Card Overdraft Facilities
SVG s 1st 24 hour Tele-banking
Micro Enterprises Loans
New ATM Debit Card
Safe Deposit Boxes
Night Safe Facilities
Travellers Cheques
Savings Accounts
Foreign Exchange
Fixed Deposits
Golden Years
Transfers
Chequing
Drafts

P O Box 880

Tel: 784-457-1844

Kingstown

Fax: 784-456-2612

St Vincent

E-mail:
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Global Bank of Commerce Ltd.
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer:
Mr. Brian Stuart Young
Chief Operating Officer: Mr. Vere Hill
4 Woods Centre, PO Box W1803, St. John’s,
ANTIGUA
Tel: (268) 480 2240, Fax: (268) 462 1831
Email: bsy@gbc.ag, Website:
w w w.globalbank.ag
Global Bank of Commerce Ltd. is a locally owned
and operated institution that has provided international financial services from Antigua since since
April 1983. It hosts strong technology driven services, including internet banking and electronic commerce facilities. It has one office, is staffed by 30
employees, and has an asset base of US$95 million (Jan 2002).

RBTT Bank Caribbean Ltd.
Country Manager: Mrs. Kathryn Hollingsworth
High Street, PO Box 1324, St. John’s, ANTIGUA
Tel: (268) 462 4217, Fax: (268) 462 5040
E-Mail: hollings@candw.ag, Website: www.rbtt.com
RBTT Bank Caribbean Ltd. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R&M Holdings Ltd. It is the banking arm
of the RBTT Group for the Eastern Caribbean, and
is a licensed bank in St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, St. Lucia, and Antigua and Barbuda
under the banking laws of these jurisdictions. RBTT
Bank Caribbean Ltd. offers a wide range of high
quality and innovative, individual, commercial and
international banking services specifically designed
to meet the needs of Caribbean people.

through a professional and dedicated staff, consistently high quality, profitable and innovative banking and related financial services . BNB Inc. operates six branches and two subsidiaries (BNB
Finance & Trust Corporation and Barbados Mortgage Finance Company Limited) staffed by 390
employees. It is now one of the largest banks in Barbados and has an asset base of US$630 million
(Dec. 2002).

Caribbean Commercial Bank Ltd.
President & Chief Executive Officer:
Mr. Mariano Browne
Lower Broad Street, Bridgetown, BARBADOS
Tel: (246) 431 2500, Fax: (246) 431 2530
E-Mail: mbrowne@ccb.com.bb
Caribbean Commercial Bank Ltd. was established
in Barbados in December 1995. It is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Clico Holdings (Barbados) Ltd.,itsultimate parent company being CL Financial Ltd. of
Trinidad and Tobago. The Bank operates four
branches whose key objectives are:
to protect our depositors funds
to earn a reasonable return on invested capital
to contribute to economic growth and development by recycling the savings of the national
and regional communities that we serve.
The Bank s asset base is US$157 million (Dec.
2002).

BARBADOS

Caribbean Financial Services Corporation
(Associate Member)

Barbados National Bank Inc.

Managing Director: Mrs. Hazel Highland
Radley Court, Collymore Road, St. Michael,
BARBADOS
Tel: (246) 431 6400, Fax: (246) 426 1869
E-Mail: cfsc@sunbeach.net

Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer:
Mr. Louis Greenidge
Independence Square
PO Box 1002, Bridgetown, BARBADOS
Tel: (246)431 5738, Fax: (246) 429 2606
Email: lgreenidge@bnbbarbados.com
Barbados National Bank Inc. (BNB Inc.) was established in March 1978 following an amalgamation of
three government-owned financial institutions, Barbados Savings Bank, which dates back to 1852,
Sugar Industry Agricultural Bank, and the National
Housing Corporation. In April 1978, the Bank
acquired the assets of Bank of America in Barbados. BNB was partially privatised following a public
offering in 2000. In 2003, the Government of Barbados sold 57% of its shareholding in BNB Inc. to
Republic Bank Ltd. of Trinidad and Tobago. BNB s
mission statement is: To be the leading national
financial institution, delivering to its customers

Caribbean Financial Services Corporation (CFSC),
a regional private sector company, began operations in 1984 as a collaborative enterprise between
regional companies, international development
agencies, and multinational financial institutions. It
provides a range of services to the CARICOM business community by making medium and long term
loans and equity investments to commercially viable
projects for which funding is often unavailable.
Emphasis is placed on projects that create employment and generate foreign exchange. CFSC has an
asset base of US$32.7 million (March 2003).
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Financial service companies may differ in focus and size, but advances in technology have created a level playing field enabling financial service companies of all sizes to compete in a market that has been transformed
from local and regional to global. Accordingly, companies wishing to embrace technology as a means of gaining
access to more lucrative international opportunities also find themselves looking at an enormous investment in
extremely sophisticated technologies.
Technology may have leveled the playing field, but in doing so it has created challenges for businesses of all
sizes. Today’s financial service companies are not only facing stiffer competition, but economic uncertainty as
well; however, through expansion into global markets much of the risks inherent with doing business in a single
economic environment can be managed more effectively. Another challenge being faced by an overwhelming
majority of smaller financial service companies is the financial resources to keep current with the required bestin–class technologies to compete in a global marketplace.
Straight Through Processing Inc. has the solution for small and medium sized financial services companies.
Straight Through Processing’s Application Service Provider (ASP) facility, located in St. John’s, Antigua, has the
ability to deliver the world’s leading Core retail, commercial, investment, and Internet banking applications to any
location in the world. The Company not only delivers core banking applications, but additionally provides access
and processing services for all major credit and debit card brands and to round out the Company’s cost saving
service offerings, Straight Through Processing is currently completing the final stages of becoming the first
approved SWIFT service bureau in the region.
Straight Through Processing is also in the process of completing a network that encompasses the entire OECS
sub-region with ACH and Check truncation capabilities. If your institution wants to become more competitive in
the global financial services market, Straight Through Processing can get you there cost effectively. Our services deliver more value per dollar than any other ASP in the region.

Partner Companies

Straight Through Processing Inc.
2nd Floor Bencorp Building
1 Independence Drive
St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.

Voice: 268-481-8350
Fax: 268-480-8370
E-mail: info@stptech.com
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Consolidated Finance Co. Ltd.
(Associate Member)
President: Mr. John R.S. MacKenzie
Vice President: Mrs. Frances Parravicino
"Tamarind", Collymore Rock, St. Michael,
BARBADOS
Tel: (246) 429 8818, Fax: (246) 426 8626
E-Mail: fparravicino@cf.mcalbds.com
Consolidated Finance Co. Ltd. was incorporated in
1983. It is a member of the McEnearney Alstons
(Barbados) Group of Companies, backed by the
Ansa McAl Group of Trinidad and Tobago. It is the
largest financial institution of its kind in Barbados,
and is licenced to carry on business as a finance
company. Principal activities are the provision of
hire-purchase financing, leasing of motor vehicles
and equipment and acceptance of deposits for fixed
terms. Consolidated has a staff of 16 employees
and an asset base of US$60 million (Dec. 2002).

The Mutual Bank of the Caribbean Inc.
General Manager & Chief Executive Officer:
Mr. Clenell Goodman
Lower Broad Street, PO Box 1256, Bridgetown,
BARBADOS
Tel: (246) 431 4500, Fax: (246) 430 0222
E-Mail: mbc@themutual.com
W ebsite: www.sagicor.com
The Mutual Bank of the Caribbean Inc. has as its
predecessor the Barbados Mutual Finance Co. Ltd.
It is the island’s first indigenous non-governmental
bank and was established in March 1993. It is a subsidiary of The Mutual Financial Services Inc., ultimate parent, the Barbados Mutual Life
Assurance Society. Staffed by 122 employees, with four branches, its mission is "to be
the leading banking institution in the region providing high quality innovative services and personalized attention from a dedicated staff committed to
meeting your financial needs". The Mutual Bank of
the Caribbean Inc. has an asset base of US$126
million (Dec. 2002).

C AYMAN ISLANDS
Cayman National Bank Ltd.
President: Mr. Ormond Williams
200 Elgin Avenue, PO Box 1097 GT, GRAND
C AYMAN
Tel: (345) 949 4655, Fax: (345) 949 7506
Email: david.mcconney@caymannational.com
W ebsite: www.caymannational.com
Cayman National Bank Ltd., incorporated in November 1973, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Cayman
National Corporation Ltd., a publicly owned and
traded Cayman company. It provides a wide range

of financial services to the Cayman domestic market and to international clients. The
Bank has established itself as an integral part of
Cayman, both in the community and the financial
arena, providing direct financial support in a variety
of ways. In 2000, the Bank enjoyed the most successful year in its history. Cayman National Bank
Ltd. seeks to become the leading bank operating in
the Cayman Islands by 2010. Its asset base is
US$690 million (Sept. 2002).

NCB (Cayman) Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. Phillip Harrison
Elgin Avenue, PO Box 31120 SMB, GRAND
C AY M A N
Tel: (345) 949 8002, Fax: (345) 949 4006
E-Mail: ncbky@candw.ky
W ebsite: www.ncbcayman.com
NCB (Cayman) Ltd. was incorporated in the Cayman Islands in September 1992. It is a whollyowned subsidiary of National Commercial Bank
Jamaica Ltd. The Bank s principal activities are the
provision of banking and financial services to overseas clients. It operates from a single branch staffed
by five employees. The Bank s performance is guided by its mission statement: To deliver efficiently a
high quality service to clients . It has an asset base
of US$26 million (Sept. 2002).

DOMINICA
National Commercial Bank of Dominica Ltd.
General Manager: Mr. Vans Le Blanc
63 Hillsborough Street, PO Box 271,
Roseau, DOMINICA
Tel: (767) 449 8882, Fax: (767) 448 3982
E-Mail: ncbdom@cwdom.dm
W ebsite: www.ncbdominica.com
National Commercial and Development Bank of
Dominica Ltd. was established in 1976 and began
operations in March 1978, with its subsidiary, the
Agricultural Industrial and Development Bank of
Dominica. In 1982, the two institutions were separated and the National Commercial Bank of Dominica Ltd. was created. It is an indigenous institution
with 51% Government of Dominica ownership, 4.3
% quasi-government ownership, and the remainder
of the shareholding distributed among nationals.
The Bank operates three branches and has as its
subsidiary, National Mortgage Finance Company of
Dominica Ltd.Its mission statement is to improve
the quality of life of our people while focusing on
attaining the optimum combination of profit, growth,
return on investment and financial stability . It is now
the largest commercial bank in Dominica with a staff
complement of 72 and an asset base of US$166 million (Dec. 2002).
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GRENADA
Grenada Cooperative Bank Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. Gordon Steele
8 Church Street, PO Box 135,
St. George’s, GRENADA
Tel: (473) 440 2111, Fax: (473) 440 6600
E-Mail: co-opbank@caribsurf.com
Grenada Co-operative Bank Ltd., fondly referred to
as the Penny Bank , was established in 1932 out
of a dire need for a bank that could provide service
to the working class and small business owners.
Seizing the opportunity, the Bank began its operations from a single branch in St. George s. It now
operates four branches staffed by 75 employees.
This publicly held company aims to be the leading
Grenadian provider of high quality financial and
related services to individuals and organizations in
the local, regional and international markets. Its
asset base is US$66 million (Sept. 2002).

National Commercial Bank of Grenada Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. Daniel Roberts
NCB House, Grand Anse, PO Box 857,
St. George’s, GRENADA
Tel: (473) 444 2265, Fax: (473) 444 5501
E-Mail: ncbgnd@caribsurf.com
W ebsite: www.ncbgrenada.com
National Commercial Bank of Grenada Ltd. was
incorporated as a state owned bank in October
1979, with authorised share capital of EC$10 million. In 1980, the Bank acquired the Grenada operation of the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
and in 1982 purchased the Grenville Branch of
Royal Bank of Canada. The Bank was privatised in
September 1992 when Republic Bank Ltd. (of
Trinidad & Tobago) purchased 51% of the shares
and 39% was acquired by the public and three
OECS indigenous banks. Government subsequently sold the remaining 10% to the public in 1998. The
Bank seeks to "provide the highest quality financial
services in the most effective and efficient manner,
and implement policies strategically aimed at benefiting all stakeholders-shareholders, customers,
employees and the communities in which we operate". The Bank has the largest ABM network in
Grenada and operates nine branches, staffed by
230 employees. Its asset base is US$200 million
(Sept. 2002).

RBTT Bank Grenada Ltd.
Country Manager: Mrs. Cyrilla Gemon
Grand Anse, PO Box 4, St. George’s, GRENADA
Tel: (473) 444 4919, Fax: (473) 444 2807
E-Mail: gbc-ltd@caribsurf.com, Website:
w w w.rbtt.com

RBTT Bank Grenada Ltd. (previously Grenada Bank
of Commerce Ltd.) was incorporated in Grenada
on January 19, 1983. On June 5, 1997, RBTT Bank
Ltd. acquired an initial 50% shareholding in the
Bank. On January 7, 1999, consequent on the corporate restructuring of the RBTT Group, the company became a subsidiary of RBTT Bank Caribbean
Ltd. Consistent with the strategic initiative to unify
all institutions within the Group under one corporate
brand, Grenada Bank of Commerce Ltd. officially
became RBTT Bank Grenada Ltd. on March 18,
2002. RBTT Bank Grenada Ltd. provides a wide
range of high quality and innovative, individual,
commercial and international banking services,
specifically designed to meet the needs of the banking population in Grenada.

G U YA N A
Citizens Bank Guyana Inc.
Managing Director: Mr.T.Alan Parris
210 Camp Street, Georgetown, GUYA N A
Tel: (592) 226 1708-9, Fax: (592) 227 8251
E-Mail: citizens@networksgy.com
Citizens Bank Guyana Inc. was incorporated in
Guyana in November 1993 and began operations
in November 1994 with 70% of its capital held by
Citizens Bank Ltd (Jamaica). In October 1998, Citizens Bank of Jamaica s 70% interest was acquired
by local shareholders resulting in Banks DIH Ltd.
holding 51%, Hand-in-Hand Mutual Fire Insurance
Co Ltd. 15.5%, Continental Group of Companies
15.5%, and the remaining 18% held by 62 shareholders. It has three branches and an asset base of
US$49 million (Sept 2002).

Demerara Bank Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. Pravinchandra Dave
230 Camp Street, PO Box 12133,
Georgetown, GUYA N A
Tel: (592) 225 0610, Fax: (592) 225 0601
E-Mail: banking@demerarabank.com
W ebsite: www.demerarabank.com
Demerara Bank Ltd. was incorporated in January
1992. Its mission is: to excel in providing innovative and superior banking services through well
trained, dedicated and courteous staff in the interest of our customers and shareholders together and
to fulfill our social responsibilities to society through
meaningful involvement in community development. It operates a single office in Georgetown, has
76 employees, and an asset base of US$73 million
(Sept 2002).

Guyana Bank for Trade and Industry Ltd.
Chief Executive Officer: Mr. R. K. Sharma
47-48 Water Street, PO Box 10280,
Georgetown, GUYA N A
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Tel: (592) 226 8430-9, Fax: (592) 227 1612
E-Mail: banking@gbtibank.com,
W ebsite: www.gbtibank.com
CAIB Representative: Mr. John Tracey, DirectorCredit
Guyana Bank for Trade and Industry Ltd. (GBTI)
was established in 1987 out of the operations of
Barclays Bank PLC, which commenced business as
the first commercial bank in Guyana in 1836. GBTI
is a public company with over 1,800 shareholders.
Secure International Finance Company Ltd. is the
majority shareholder of the Bank with 61% of issued
shares. GBTI offers a full range of banking services
including business and investment accounts; corporate, retail and personal financing; foreign trade services; technology-based products; and other services. Its Mission Statement is: "To achieve a mutually beneficial relationship between the Bank and its
customers by providing efficient and quality services
to both depositors and entrepreneurs in the tradition of courtesy and confidentiality through the harnessing of state-of-the-art technology and the
employment and training of a committed team". The
Bank has six branches, 260 employees and an
asset base of US$127 million (December 2002).

GNCB Trust Corporation Inc.
General Manager: Mr. Hewley Nelson
62-63 Middle Street, PO Box 10569,
Georgetown, GUYA N A
Tel: (592) 227 1772, Fax: (592) 226 9971
E-Mail: trustco@gol.net.gy, Website: gncbtrust.com
GNCB Trust Corporation Inc. was incorporated in
1971 as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Guyana
National Cooperative Bank Ltd. with its own Board
of Directors. In 1977, it was incorporated as a public company and is one of the largest providers of
mortgage finance in Guyana. The company has
been privatised and is now owned by the Hand in
Hand Group of Companies. Its mission is to complement the services provided by other institutions
the sum of which is the improvement of the quality
of life of the people of our community . Its asset
base is US$22 million (Dec. 2002).

National Bank of Industry and Commerce Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. Michael Archibald
NBIC Promenade Court, 155-156 New Market
Street, PO Box 10440, South Cummingsburg,
Georgetown, GUYA N A
Tel: (592) 223 7938-49, Fax: (592) 233-5007
E-Mail: email@nbicltd.com, Website:
w w w.nbicgy.com
National Bank of Industry and Commerce Ltd.
(NBIC) has been part of Guyana s landscape for
almost 17 decades. It is the successor to the British

Guiana Bank which commenced operations in 1837.
In 1914, British Guiana Bank s operations were sold
to the Royal Bank of Canada, which was acquired
by the Government of Guyana in 1984, and vested
in the National Bank of Industry and Commerce Ltd.
In October 1997, 47.5% of the shares held by the
Government and the National Insurance Scheme
was sold to Republic Bank Ltd. of Trinidad and
Tobago which today holds 51% of the Bank s stockholdings. NBIC operates from 11 locations with a
staff of 564. Earlier this year, it purchased the Government s 99% shareholding of Guyana National
Cooperative Bank (GNCB) and is in the process of
merging operations. NBIC s asset base is approximately US$267 million (March 2003, unaudited; prior to acquisition).

JAMAICA
Capital & Credit Merchant Bank Inc.
President & Chief Executive Officer: Mr. Curtis
Martin
6-8 Grenada Way, Kingston 5, JAMAICA
Tel: (876) 960 5320, Fax: (876) 960 1381
E-Mail: info@capital-credit.com
This is an entirely indigenous bank engaged primarily in the business of merchant and investment
banking. Formerly Tower Merchant Trust Bank Ltd.,
established in October 1968, it changed its
name in January 1994. It has distinguished
tself
i
as one of the fastest growing and most
profitable merchant banks in Jamaica. The Bank s
mission statement is with vision, professionalism,
and integrity, to be the leader in providing superior
value-added financial services of internationally
competitive standards for the benefit of our customers, employers, shareholders and the wider
community. The Bank s asset base is US$15 million (Dec. 2002).

First Global Bank Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr.Andral (Jack) Shirley
LOJ Centre, 28/48 Barbados Avenue,
Kingston 5, JAMAICA
Tel: (876) 929 3383/6, Fax: (876) 929 3654
E-Mail: fgb@gkco.com
W ebsite: www.firstglobal-bank.com
First Global Bank Ltd., an indigenous Jamaican
institution, had its origin in 1970 as The First National Bank of Chicago (Jamaica) Limited with registered offices at 321/2 Duke Street. The organisation
later changed ownership and was renamed First
Jamaica National Bank Ltd. On March 26, 1993 this
institution was acquired as a joint venture between
Trafalgar Development Bank (51% shareholding)
and Grace, Kennedy & Co. Ltd. (49% shareholding),
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and was renamed Trafalgar Commercial Bank Limited (TCB). On November 3, 2000, Grace Kennedy
& Co. Ltd. acquired Trafalgar Development Bank s
shares making TCB a wholly owned subsidiary of
Grace. Effective January 1, 2002, the Bank was
renamed First Global Bank Ltd. Over the years, the
Bank has developed a reputation as an institution
committed to delivering quality services to customers, expressed in continued high levels of customer satisfaction and loyalty.Its asset base stands
at US$128.8 million (Dec. 2002)

National Commercial Bank Jamaica Ltd.
Deputy Chairman: Mr. Dunbar T. McFarlane
Group Managing Director: Mr.Aubyn R. Hill
32 Trafalgar Road, PO Box 88, Kingston, JAMAICA
Tel: (876) 929 9050/89, Fax: (876) 929 8399
E-Mail: ncbinfo@jncb.com, Website: www.jncb.com
National Commercial Bank Jamaica Ltd. (NCB) has
t
is genesis in the Colonial Bank which was the first
commercial bank to commence operations in
Jamaica in 1837. In 1925, Colonial Bank became
Barclays Bank (Dominion, Colonial and Overseas)
and, eventually Barclays Bank International Ltd. in
1971. In 1975 Barclays Bank International Ltd.
transferred its Jamaica operations to Barclays Bank
of Jamaica Ltd. Its shares were acquired by the
Government of Jamaica in 1977 and its name
changed to National Commercial Bank Jamaica Ltd.
In 1986 NCB Group Ltd. was incorporated. In 1993
the NCB Group acquired Mutual Security Bank Ltd.
(formerly Royal Bank Jamaica Ltd.). Following a
major restructuring of the Group in December 2000,
National Commercial Bank Jamaica Ltd. is the new
parent company of the NCB Banking Group, and
now has eight subsidiaries. NCB Jamaica was the
first bank to introduce indigenous credit cards (the
Keycard) in the English-speaking Caribbean. It
delivers a wide range of banking and related financial services in Jamaica and abroad through its local
branch network and other delivery channels, overseas representation and international partners,
always mindful of the interest of its stakeholders .
NCB s operations are spread over 48 branches with
2,474 employees. Its asset base exceeds US$2.3
billion (Sept. 2002).

RBTT Bank Jamaica Ltd.
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer:
Mr.Amrit Sinanan
17 Dominica Drive, Kingston 5, JAMAICA
Tel: (876) 960 2340/968-2825, Fax: (876) 960 4678
E-Mail: rbtt.bank@jm.rbtt.com, Website:
w w w.rbtt.com
RBTT Bank Jamaica Ltd., formerly Union Bank of
Jamaica Ltd. was acquired by RBTT Financial Holdings Ltd. on March 22, 2001. The history of Union
Bank, formerly Citizens Bank Ltd., dates back to

1964. As a result of a merger of four banks it was
established on June 29, 1999 as Union Bank of
Jamaica Ltd. RBTT Bank Jamaica Ltd. is licensed
under the Banking Act of 1992, and the Banking
(Amendment) Act of 1997. The Bank provides a
complete range of products and services, and
includes different classes of saving and chequing
accounts, certificates of deposit, US dollar accounts,
credit facilities, international trade services, card
services, telephone banking services, foreign business, and general services such as night deposit,
safety deposit boxes, payroll preparation and standing orders. Its asset base is US$626.556 million
(March 2003).

M O N T S E R R AT
Bank of Montserrat Ltd.
Manager: Mr.Anton Doldrom
PO Box 10, MONTSERRAT
Tel: (664) 491 3843, Fax: (664) 491 3163
E-Mail: bom@candw.ag
Bank of Montserrat Ltd. began operations in 1988
as a government-owned institution. In 1993, due to
the volcanic crises, the Eastern Caribbean Central
Bank stepped in, restructured the Bank, and effectively took over control. Despite the volcanic setback the Bank has sought to modernise technology
and improve services, with a focus on staff training.
t
Is assets total US$35 million (Sept. 2001).

ST. KITTS/NEVIS
Bank of Nevis Ltd.
Manager: Mr. Rawlinson Isaac
Main Street, PO Box 450, Charlestown, NEVIS
Tel: (869) 469 5564, Fax: (869) 469 5798
E-mail: bon@caribsurf.com
W ebsite: www.thebankofnevis.com
CAIB Representive: Mr. Hanzel Manners,
Chief Financial Officer
Bank of Nevis Ltd. was incorporated in Nevis in
August 1984 and opened for business in December
1985. Its original authorised share capital was EC$5
million but this figure was increased to EC$10 million in 1998 when Bank of Nevis International was
acquired as its subsidiary bank. The Bank is staffed
by 24 employees and strives to be the premier
financial institution in the markets in which it operates through the delivery of high quality products
and services, to preserve the integrity and safety of
the Bank s deposits and capital while ensuring consistently superior financial performance, to create
maximum value for its shareholders, to be a responsible corporate citizen and to advance the personal
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growth and development of its employees . Its asset
base is US$84.7 million (June 2002).

Caribbean Confederation of Credit Unions
Chief Executive Officer: Mr. Martin
Guevara
Business Centre, New Street, PO Box
1213, Basseterre, ST. KITTS
Tel: (869) 466 9453, Fax: (869) 466 6957
E-Mail: cccubusincen@caribsurf.com
The Caribbean Confederation of Credit Unions
(CCCU) is the apex organisation for 353 Credit
Unions and Non-Financial Co-operatives in 18
countries throughout the Caribbean, representing
1.4 million members. CCCU was established in
August 1972 in the island of Dominica as the successor to the West Indies Conference of Credit Societies. This privately owned organisation is an affiliate of the World Council of Credit Unions and is now
based in St.Kitts, and staffed by ten persons. The
Mission of the CCCU is to strengthen, unite, and
promote the sustainable growth and development
of these credit unions and co-operatives as a vehicle for socio-economic development. Its total asset
base stands at US$1.7 billion (Dec. 2002).

Caribbean Credit Card Corporation Ltd.
(Associate Member)
General Manager: Mrs. Paulette M. Warner
Horsford Shopping Centre, PO Box 933,
Basseterre, ST. KITTS
Tel: (869) 465 3700, Fax: (869) 465 0890
Email: pwarner.4cs@caribsurf.com
This Credit Card company was incorporated in
Antigua in September 1992 and re-registered in St
.
Kitts-Nevis in January 1994. It commenced commercial activities in July 1994, its principal activity
being the conduct of credit card operations under
Visa and Mastercard licensing arrangements. The
company’s shareholders are the indigenous banks
in the OECS sub-region. The 4C’s, as it is popularly known, has an asset base of US$36 million (Sept.
2002).

RBTT Bank (SKN) Ltd.
Country Manager: Miss. Monica Achan
PO Box 60, Chapel Street, Charlestown, NEVIS
Tel: (869) 469 5277, Fax: (869) 469 1493
RBTT Bank (SKN) Ltd. was incorporated in Nevis
on April 1st, 1955 as Nevis Co-operative Banking
Company Ltd. RBTT Bank Ltd., through RBTT Bank
Caribbean Ltd., acquired a majority interest in the
company on April 29th, 1996 and the name was
later changed to Caribbean Banking Corporation

(SKN) Ltd. Consistent with the strategic initiative to
unify all institutions within the Group under one corporate brand, Caribbean Banking Corporation
(SKN) Ltd. officially became RBTT Bank (SKN) Ltd.
on March 18th, 2002. It provides a full range of high
quality and innovative, individual, commercial and
international banking services to Caribbean markets. RBTT Financial Holdings Ltd. provides operating management support and controls its financial
and operating management practices.

St.Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla National Bank Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. Edmund Lawrence
Central Street, PO Box 343, Basseterre, ST. KITTS
Tel: (869) 465 2375, Fax: (869) 466 7385
E-Mail: webmaster@mail.sknanb.com
W ebsite: www.sknanb.com
CAIB Rep.: Mr. Winston Hutchinson
E-Mail: winstonh@sknanb.com
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla National Bank Ltd. was
incorporated as a public limited company in February 1971 after acquiring the assets of St.Kitts Industrial Bank Ltd. In 1972, the Bank established National Trust Company (St.Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla) Ltd. In
1973, National Caribbean Insurance Company Ltd.
became a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Trust
Company. On May 25, 2001, the St.Kitts and Nevis
Mortgage and Investment Company Ltd. (MICO)
was incorporated as a the Bank s wholly-owned
subsidiary.The Bank, the Trust Company, the Insurance Company and MICO comprise the St. KittsNevis-Anguilla National Group, with six branches
and two sub-offices. 211 employees pursue the
Bank s mission to be an efficient, profitable and
growth-oriented financial institution, promoting
social and economic development in the national
and regional community by providing high quality
financial services and products at competitive
prices . Its asset base is US$354 million (June
2002).

ST. LUCIA
Bank of St. Lucia Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. Marius St. Rose
Bridge Street, PO Box 1860, Castries, ST. LUCIA
Tel: (758) 456 6000, Fax: (758) 456 6702
E-Mail: ecfh@candw.lc, Website: bankofstlucia.com
The National Commercial Bank of St. Lucia
Ltd. was incorporated in October 1980 and
started its operations in 1981 with a single branch
and a staff complement of 25. The Bank was wholly owned by the Government of St. Lucia up to July
1999 when it became a publicly traded company.In
July 2001, the Bank merged with the St. Lucia
Development Bank to become Bank of St. Lucia Ltd.
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The Bank has expanded its operations and now operates seven offices with a staff of just over 265 employees. It has an asset base of US$327 million (Dec.
2002).
(A Wholly owned Subsidiary of The Bank of Nevis Ltd.)

RBTT Bank Caribbean Ltd.
Country Manager: Mr. David Lum Kong
PO Box 1531, 22 Micoud Street, Castries, ST. LUCIA
Tel: (758) 452 2265, Fax: (758) 452 1668
E-mail: dlumkong@candw.lc, Website: www.rbtt.com

An Offshore Bank in a stable jurisdiction
with the following benefits:Financial Privacy
Protection By
The Confidential Relationships Act
Tax Free Interest Income
Credit Card Services
Modern Technology
Investment Advice
Same Day Wire Transfers
Custodial and Agency Services
Qualified and Professional Management

Fees And Interest Rates Very

Contact us at:
Telephone: (869) 469-0080, 469-1153
Fax: (869) 469-5798
E-Mail: bon@caribsurf.com
SWIFT:BNEVKNNE
The Bank of Nevis Ltd.
P.O. Box 450, Main Street,
Charlestown, Nevis, W.I.

Securing Your Financial Future

RBTT Bank Caribbean Ltd. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R&M Holdings Ltd. It is the banking arm of
the RBTT Group for the Eastern Caribbean, and is a
licensed bank in St. Vincent and the Grenadines, St
.
Lucia, and Antigua and Barbuda under the banking
laws of these jurisdictions. RBTT Bank Caribbean Ltd.
offers a wide range of high quality and innovative,
individual, commercial and international banking services specifically designed to meet the needs of
Caribbean people.

St. Lucia Cooperative Bank Ltd.
Managing Director: Mr. G. Carlton Glasgow
21 Bridge Street, PO Box 168, Castries, ST. LUCIA
Tel: (758) 452 2880/1/2, Fax: (758) 453 1630
E-Mail: coopbank@candw.lc
St. Lucia Co-operative Bank Ltd. is St. Lucia s first
indigenous bank. It was incorporated in 1937 and
commenced operations in 1938. It has grown from a
small savings and loans organisation with share capt
ial of EC$50,000 to a commercial bank with authorised share capital of EC$4 million. Its mission is to
be a broadly based financial services organisation
and a Bank of Choice which will provide the highest
qualify financial services to satisfy the needs of its
customers and the interests of shareholders and
employees through the optimal use of technology .
The Bank has 4 branches, a staff complement of 74,
and an asset base of US$69.7 million (Dec. 2002).

ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES
National Commercial Bank (SVG) Ltd.
Chief Executive Officer: Mr. Cooper Williams
Bedford & Grenville Streets, PO Box 880,
Kingstown, ST. VINCENT
Tel: (784) 457 1844, Fax: (784) 456 2612
E-Mail: natbank@caribsurf.com
National Commercial Bank (SVG) Ltd. was established in 1977 with one branch and a staff of eleven.
The Bank now has a staff of 140 at its seven branches, four agencies, and mortgage company.The mission statement of this wholly Government owned bank
is to be a provider of efficient and sound financial services; to anticipate and meet the needs of our cus-

tomers with superior products and personalized service; and to aid in nation building . Its asset size is
US$178 million (June 2002).

RBTT Bank Caribbean Ltd.
Country Manager: Mr.Afzal Khan
PO Box 118, 81 South River Road,
Kingstown, ST. VINCENT
Tel: (784) 456 1501, Fax: (784) 456 2141
W ebsite: www.rbtt.com
RBTT Bank Caribbean Ltd. was incorporated in St.Vincent and the Grenadines on December 5th, 1985. It is
a wholly-owned subsidiary of R&M Holdings Ltd., also
incorporated in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. This
is the main banking arm of the RBTT Group for the
Eastern Caribbean. It is a licensed bank in St. Vincent
and the Grenadines, St. Lucia, and Antigua and Barbuda under the banking laws of these jurisdictions, and
offers a wide range of high quality and innovative, individual, commercial and international banking services
specifically designed to meet the needs of Caribbean
people. It does so through strategically located branches in St. Lucia, Antigua, St. Vincent and Bequia in the
Grenadines, and by ownership and control of subsidiary operations in Nevis and Grenada. RBTT Financial Holdings Ltd. provides operating management support and controls its financial and operating management policies.

SURINAME
De Surinaamsche Bank N.V
President: Mr. Edward J. Muller
Henck Arron Street, PO Box 1806,
Paramaribo, SURINAME
Tel: (597) 471100/425720, Fax: (597) 411750
E-Mail: dsbnv@sr.net
De Surinaamsche Bank N.V. was founded in 1865 by
Nederlandsche Handel-Maatschappij which later
merged with the Twentse Bank to become Algemene
Bank Nederland (ABN). In 1976 Suriname s Government bought 10% of ABN s shares; 41% was taken up
by private investors and 49% remained with ABN. A B N
later merged with AMRO Bank to form ABN A M R O
Bank N.V. De Surinaamsche Bank functioned as a circulation bank for the Government until 1957. In July
2001 ABN AMRO Bank N.V. sold its 49% of De Surinaamsche Bank to ASSURIA N.V. an insurance company in Suriname. The Bank s mission is to offer prime
quality products and service through enthusiastic and
expert staff and to foster client loyalty, thus creating a
win-win situation for the client as well as the Bank . Its
asset base is US$188 million (Dec. 2002).

Handels-Krediet-en Industriebank N.V.
(Hakrinbank NV)
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer:
Mr. Jimmy Bousald
PO Box 1813, Paramaribo, SURINAME

Short Fiction

The World through a Box
Lisa Seepersad
she was a part of the evolving, new-millennium, banking industry she knew what
the future promised, and she had been a part of what the past had fulfilled.
achel Ann sat and watched the little box on
her computer as it went through the
motions
dialing, connecting, verifying
username and password and finally, registering
her computer on the network. It always thrilled
her. For her, going online was always a new
experience. Different every time. Today, as the
old Star Trek line went, she was boldly going
where no man had gone before. She was about
to experience the New Republic.

R

Rachel Ann was forty, not old by any standards
really, but for many, she also wasn t a spring
chicken . Right now, she was confined to her
house. The effects of illness had made her a prisoner and all she could do was contact the outside
world via this little box. It didn t stop her from
keeping track of what her bank did, though.

maximise security in this new online world, to
make sure the customer came first, got the best
service and felt safe.
As she went to the bank s website at www.republictt.com she thought of all the terms she had
become familiar with during the last months she
had worked there. Risk Management that was a
big one; it dealt with finding out what the risks
were and then determining what their impacts
could be on decision-making. That was an oversimplified explanation, she knew, but it described
everything in a nutshell.

Rachel Ann started thinking of a conversation she
had once had with a friend in the Operational Risk
Management department. He had explained to
her that international banks categorise risk into
three characteristic areas: credit risk, which has
Her experience today was going to be online to do with lending; market risk, which has to do
banking a new buzzword. For her, the concept with interest rates and other liquidity issues, and;
was foreign and familiar at the same time. Rachel other major risks
this one had really intrigued
Ann had worked at the bank, she was a part of her because it dealt with country risks, and other
the evolving, new-millennium, banking industry. things like Fiduciary, Disclosure, Legal and
She knew what the future promised, and she had Regulatory, Documentation, and Systems risks.
been a part of what the past had fulfilled.
All of these things were going through her head
In her mind, this new, online banking seemed like as she prepared to check her bank balance
it would be even more difficult to control than the online. She knew the average customer would
already existing international banking that was in never even give these factors a passing thought
use. She was a part of that generation that felt when they used the Internet to do their transacanything computerized would be something full tions. They would just do their business . For her,
of problems. The world was getting smaller by the it wasn t that simple.
minute and she was a part of that.
Just think of it, she mused, on a global scale, curOf course, the shrinking of the world also meant rency valuation fluctuations, the rise and fall of
that her industry, as she still thought of the bank- the stock market prices, the war on terrorism,
ing world, was now fraught with more external SARS, and even the reappearance of Malaria all
risks there was an entire, undiscovered world- impacted in one way or the other on the financial
wide capital market that needed to be conquered, industry.As a way to counter-attack these factors,
there was also the need for a wider range of new
and cutting edge products and services, more Rachel Ann knew her Republic Bank had come
competitive lending rates and a little something up with measures to safeguard the Bank s assets
extra to make the customers come to her bank. and to make stakeholders feel secure and to trust
the institution where they had put their money.
Yes, she still thought of Republic Bank Limited as Republic had done everything it could to ensure
her bank. She had been there when the Bank that the good old bank of mattress route would
invested in technology to remain competitive, to be less appealing to those customers who had
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some trepidation about this new global economy.
She also knew that the Bank had taken steps make its presence felt
in markets closer to home like Cuba and the Dominican Republic
she took great pride in knowing her bank was the only Trinidad
company that belonged to the Trinidad & Tobago Chamber of
Commerce in the Dominican Republic.
In May 2002, Rachel Ann had been there when Republic Bank had
opened its Representative Office in Havana, Cuba to facilitate trade
and business in a country rich in culture, resources and beauty.

GBTI:
Contributing to
National Life &
Culture

Then there was Barbados. Republic Bank had recently entered into
a strategic alliance with the Barbados National Bank (BNB), with its
net income increase of 40 per cent in 2002, the highest among
banks in Barbados. Rachel Ann smiled to herself knowing that
Republic would add further value through new products and technology, while helping to increase BNB s market share and efficiency.
Rachel Ann thought too, of how far financial services had grown in
the twenty years she had been employed at Republic Bank from
the first days of just being able to have a safe place for your money,
to the present day of being able to make your money work for you.
Lisa Seepersad works with Republic Bank Limited

This mural in the dome of the Head Office of
the Guyana Bank for Trade and Industry
(GBTI) attracts the attention of customers
and visitors. The project was initiated by
Architect Hugh McGregor Reid, and created
by Guyanese artists Stanley Greaves and E.
Anthony Phillips. The mural depicts eight figures of importance in Guyana s development:
Cuffy,slave, rebel, diplomat, visionary
Laurens Storm Van
Gravesande,
Governor, builder,patriot, visionary
Quamina, slave-deacon, passive resister
Patrick Dargan, barrister, defender of the
people
James Crosby,humanitarian, protector of
the immigrants
Ocean Shark, pork-knocker, hinterland
adventurer
Joseph Alexander Luckhoo, barrister,
innovator, Judge
George Giglioli, malariologist, pioneer in
public health

At the centre of the dome is Makanaima, the
great ancestral spirit of the Amerindians
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CARICOM Single Market

Protocol II & the Free
Financial Institutions face significant obstacles in their quest to expand intra-regionally, viz. real property ownership, exchange controls, and regulations. The removal of
such barriers will encourage cross-border investments in both real and financial
assets, leading to the emergence of new regional firms, and perhaps even to the creation of a truly CARICOM transnational corporation financed by regional financial
resources. Based on a May 2003 Special Issue of the CAIB Newsletter, authored by
Mrs. Enid Bissember of the CARICOM Secretariat, this article examines Protocol II of
the CARICOM Single Market and Economy (CSME), which will bring the Caribbean
early 15 years ago, as part of the thrust to
deepen the Caribbean integration
process, CARICOM Heads of Government
agreed to create a Single Market and Economy
(CSME). A series of Protocols amending the
Treaty of Chaguaramas were developed to facilitate the process. Protocol II is now Chapter Three
of the revised Treaty. While CARICOM initially
focused on free trade in goods, Protocol II, signed
in July 1998, ushers in a rØgime of free trade in
services,. It requires Members to remove all
restrictions relating to trade in services by providing for:

N

1. The Right to Establish a Commercial
Presence: Businesses trading in goods or
services, will have the right to establish
themselves anywhere in CARICOM. The
Protocol covers access to land, buildings
and other property, and the right to set up
agencies, branches, and subsidiaries, of
entities established in the Community.
2. The Free Movement of Capital: Includes
equity and portfolio investments, short-term
bank and credit transactions, payment of
interest on loans and dividends, and other
income on investments. Covers capital payments, current payments (including goods
and services payments), and current transfers.
3. The Free Movement of selected categories
of Skilled Persons: Includes managerial,
technical and supervisory staff. Work permit
and company registration requirements can
act as barriers to effective operations, particularly for certain categories of financial
institutions which require highly skilled and
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specialised labour.
Where are we now? Under a March 2002
Agreement, Members have initiated programmes
to remove restrictions in three phases (mid-,
short- and long-term). Member countries have set
deadlines for the removal of barriers. For example Dominica intends to remove 100% of its
restrictions in the short-term (2003), Guyana will
eliminate 50% of constraints by the mid-term
(2004) and 50% in the long-term (2005).
Barbados and St. Lucia have opted for 100%
removal in the short-term (2003). After January
2006, any barriers that still exist can be challenged in the Caribbean Court of Justice.
Regional Trade in Services is not new: For years
Caribbean firms have been extending their operations across borders, taking advantage of a
wider market resulting from integration. Intraregional commercial banks traditionally deliver
services via a commercial presence (an office or
representative office in the location where the
service is consumed). Trinidad and Tobago s
banks, for example, have penetrated regional
markets by establishing branches in various territories, and via arrangements to service markets
from other locations in the region. Nonetheless,
Protocol II will have a definite impact on capital
and investment flows, and financial services.
Impact on Financial Services: Under Protocol II,
capital will move much more freely across CARICOM, ending up where returns are greatest and
thus maximising productive use. Protocol II will
act as a significant stimulus to cross-border
investment and the overall economic developView the full text of this article at www.CAIBInc.org

